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A b s tra c t  . N ucleosynthesis plays a  crucial role in the phvsic f o f  ste llar evolution Heavy nuclei abundances in the universe provide a 
concrete evidence for the operation of specific nucleosynthesis processes The slow (s-) and rapid (r-) processes are the main processes responsible 
for the synthesis o f  nuclei beyond iron, i e. synthesis o f nuclei heavier than be by neutron capture In the proceeding papers (Paper 1 11 1, Papei II 
|2 ], Paper 111 |3 |) ,  we have reviewed important neutron capture processes m investigating the mechanism o f stellar nucleosynthesis, te various 
neutron producing reactions (neutron sources) during stellar nucleosynthesis in different evolving stages - main sequence stage, red giant stage, 
supernova stage and neu tron  star stage N eutroas p toduced  in one stage come into next stage .is rem nant and play an active role to begin 
nucleosynthesis in the next stage, and ultim ately to the formation o f  neutron star. We have indicated various constraints and unsolved problems 
in each stage W ith the help ol advanced observational technology and numerical simulations considerable clforts have been made to  resolve the 
unsolved problem s in nuclear astrophysics in recent years A nalysis o f  those observed param eters m ay give rise to significant improvement 
towards understanding the physics o f  stellar nucleosynthesis In the present review, we have updated om previous attempt hv incorporating those 
significant im provem ents in the theory  ot neutron capture nucleosynthesis based upon observations, theoretical calculations and nurnerual 
sim ulations
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1. Introduction
Study o f nucleosynthesis provides information for 
understanding the physics of stellar evolution, origin of the 
elements in stars, nuclear synthesis as well as generation of 
heavy elements during stellar evolution. It is understood 
from the analysis of abundance curve of the nuclei found in 
nature that the nuclei inside the stars are the product of a 
sequence of more or less discrete processes with an indication 
of the formation of heavier nuclei than Fe by neutron 
captures. Depending upon the time scales for neutron captures 
this may take place either before or after beta-decay of the 
seed nuclei [4]. Two major distinct contributors to the 
neutron capture are the s-process (slow neutron capture 
process) and the r-process (rapid neutron capture process). 
The s-process takes place on a long time scale (of the order 
of months and years) when neutron density is low and the 
temperature is much less than 109 K, while the r-process 
takes place for a very high neutron density and temperature 
in excess of 109 K, an environment which does not allow 
the seed to beta-decay nuclei. More precisely, the typical 
neutron density required for the operation of s-process is in 
the range of 107— 109 cm"3, with the required temperature in 
excess of 108 K [5]. However, considering the necessary 
nuclear physics input in astrophysical environment, it has 
been found in a purely phenomenological approach that the 
abundance of s-process nucleides is very much satisfactory, 
while the r-process definitely requires a neutron density in 
the range of 102<)-~I0™ cm-3 and a temperature in excess of 
109 K 16]. Secondly, as the s-process more or less takes place 
along the line of ^stability, the /^-stability line plays a 
crucial role not only in building up of heavy nuclei but also 
for the information on neutron availability during the synthesis 
of heavy nuclei. Thirdly, the recent abundance curve (see 
Figure 1 and Figure 2 in paper III) analysis indicates that 
although the s-process is the major distinct nucleosynthetic 
process occurring in an environment with a much lower 
neutron density than the r-process requirement, it does not 
freeze out from the equilibrium. This means that the 
s-process fails to achieve the equilibrium though the conditions 
favour this to take place. One of the main reasons is the 
production of s-nuclei by the pre-existing seed nuclei through 
the capture of liberated neutrons during the reaction. This 
indicates that the environment of star formation region as 
well as the surroundings may somehow be important for 
throwing light on this matter. Recent analysis [7] of solar 
system s-process abundance suggests two components of the 
s-process namely, (a) the main or strong s-process component 
- having neutron exposure with n> * 0.30 mb-1 which 
produces most of the nuclei in the mass range 90 < A <> 204; 
(b) a weak s-process component - having neutron exposure 
with « 0.60 mb”1 which produces nuclei for A < 90. This 
analysis also indicates that it is very difficult to separate the 
A < 90 s-nuclei produced through the weak component from
the s-nuclei coming from main components. The important 
point is that the neutron density /.e., the supply of neutrons 
to run the s-process, is affected by several light elements 
known as "poison". For example, 22Ne is itself a potential 
poison in helium burning via the reaction 22Ne(n,y)23Ne 
which was first considered by Truran and Iben [8]. A lot of 
measurements of the cross section of this reaction have been 
done but uncertainty still remains [9], This information is 
vital in order to settle the neutron densities and non-solar 
abundance at the branches along the s-process path.
In a r-process, the nature of the reaction, /.e., whether it 
is a primary or a secondary one, is also important for 
determining its occurrence as well as its duration. Although 
the time scales associated with the r-process are very much 
short generally causing violent events (for example, primary 
r-process such as supernova, winds from nascent neutron 
star, etc) this can still occurs slowly in a neutron rich system. 
For a primary r-process, the required neutron abundance 
depends directly on the entropy per baryon. In a high entropy 
environment, the necessary neutron abundance is less than 
that in a low entropy system. However, for a low entropy 
environment Wilson and Mayle [ 10], and Woosley et al f 11 ] 
suggested that the r-process needs an electron fraction Yv as 
low as 0.1 -0.2 at the boundary between the matter that 
escapes into space from supernova and the matter that 
remains as part of the remnant neutron star. This value is 
inconsistent with the presently accepted value of Yc (e g., the 
yield of Yc from type II supernova is more than expected). 
One of the possible reasons for this difficulty is the appearence 
of winds from the nascent neutron stars due to r-process. 
Another major difficulty is that the observations of most of 
the r-process elements in this dominant state of ionization 
arc at optical wavelengths [12]. So, a full survey of stellar 
nucleosynthesis is very much required to understand the 
above problem.
The main aim of this review is to give a broad view of 
various neutron capture processes during stellar evolution to 
the readers so that they can get an idea of the physics of 
nucleosynthesis involving mainly neutron capture. In this 
final review we have presented neutron capture 
nucleosynthesis involving s-, p-, and r-processes occurring 
at various stages during stellar evolution i.e. from the birth 
of a star to its neutron star stage. The paper is arranged in 
the following manner :
In Section 2, we have discussed the latest available 
abundances pointing out new probable sites for s- and r- 
processes. We have overviewed in Section 3 the earlier 
difficulties that existed in different phases of stellar evolution 
indicating various unsolved problems which need further 
attention. A progress report o f the latest developments 
achieved through observations, theoretical calculations and 
numerical simulations is presented in Section 4. The Section
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on "conclusion and outlook” is devoted mainly to various 
unsolved problems remaining for future investigation. It is 
hoped that a table of unsolved problems of neutron capture 
nucleosynthesis presented in this Section will provide the 
readers the modern perspective and perhaps give some 
directions for future study to unlock the physics of neutron 
capture nucleosynthesis for a full understanding.
2. Abundances
The analysis of abundance pattern observed in nature provides 
us the information about nucleosynthesis that is taking place 
in the interior of a star during its evolution. As most of the 
heavy elements (#.e., heavier than iron peak) are synthesize^ 
to various degree inside the star by the two main mechanisms| 
namely, s-process and r-process, the relative contribution ojf 
s-process as well as r-process to any of these elements c a | 
be analyzed from the observed abundance curve. Not only 
that, a comparison of the isotopic abundances of these 
elements in the solar system materials with the theoretically 
predicted s-process model allows us to determine the degree 
of synthesis of different isotopes produced by these two 
processes. Figure 1 shows the recent abundance curve, 
schematically decomposed into s-process, r-process, p-process 
and other contributions as a function of atomic mass number
(A). The s-nuclei abundance distribution exhibits peaks 
around the mass numbers 87, 138 and 208 while r-nuclei 
abundance distribution shows the peaks at the mass numbers 
80, 130 and 195.
2 / s-process .
In paper 1 (see Figure 3), we have indicated the possible 
neutron capture path for s-process. The discovery of 
technetium and its isotopes in stars (sub-class of red giant) 
confirms occurrence of the s-process in the helium burning 
stage of stellar evolution. This also indicates that in the 
helium burning zone the neutrons for the s-process are 
supplied by the predominant (a,n) reaction on the isotopes 
l3C and 27Ne with the usual assumption that a small fraction 
of the observed v,Fe abundance is available as a seed in this 
stage. With this classical approach, the behaviour of the s- 
process of neutron capture nucleosynthesis can successfully 
explain the observed abundances produced during the helium 
burning phase in the red giant stars with typical uncertainties 
of 3% (151- But the observed abundances, in general, are the 
contributions from both s- and r- neutron capture processes. 
As the occurrence of r-process requires extremely high 
neutron density, the synthesis path shifts from the valley of 
beta stability to the neutron rich side by about 15 to 20 mass
Figure 1. Recent solar system abundances relative to Si -  106 compiled by Anders and Grevesse [I3J. Isotopes of s-nuclei, r-nuclei. p-nuclct 
and other nuclei arc also shown (from Ref* |14J)
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units [ 16| (See Figure 2). The rate of neutron capture at the 
s-process branching is comparable to the rate of beta decay.
F ig u re  2. The synthesis pulh ol the s-process neutron capture chain from 
I'c to A t (solid line) .Sufllcicutlv long-lived isotopes which may represent 
potential chronometers are indicated hy shaded boxes (Ret |U>|).
In particular, the competition between neutron capture at 
foNi, 7;Se and ssKr and beta decay is so high that the 
branching of the synthesis path is controlled by the s-process 
neutron density and the respective beta decay. Two possible 
components of s-process have been inferred from the observed 
abundances. The one that produces the s-abundanccs from 
zirconium to bismuth and the second one that is effective for 
the production of s-abundanccs between iron and yttrium. 
These two arc called the mam and the weak s-process 
components. However, detection of the s-only abundance of 
isotopes of tcilmmm i.c. 122 12-41:4Tc, gives an impetus to 
study the s-proccss nucleosynthesis 117| in the mass region 
between A - 120 and /I ~ 124 (where these three isotopes 
arc situated)
In the synthesis of heavy elements the basic processes 
involved arc the slow (s-) and rapid (r-) neutron capture 
processes and the proton (p-) capture process. This p- 
proccss synthesizes the neutron deficient isotopes of heavy 
elements. As the tellurium isotopes arc produced in s-proccss 
nucleosynthesis onl>. 1% level of the tellurium isotopes 
122 ,2U24Tc therefore can be satisfied by the classical model. 
Considering the available standard table of isotopic 
compositions and "local approximation". Kappelcr c t  a l  117] 
pointed out that the isotopic ratio 123Tc/124Tc agrees with the 
classical "local approximation" model as well as with the 
current p-proccss scenario. But dc Leatcr |18| argues that 
constraints in estimation of the magnitude of the p-proccss 
contribution to ,::Tc appears due to an error existing in the 
available Standard Table itself Here Kappelcr c t  a l \ \ l \  also 
indicate that 1.8% excess yield in ,:2Tc abundance during 
s-proccss yield calculation may be due to p-process 
contribution and the magnitude of this excess yield is 
comparable with the magnitude of p-only isotopes ,20Tc. 
They also speculate that small p-proccss contribution to 
i:4Tc may have some effect on the i:T c  abundance Thus.
accurate measurement of absolute isotopic abundance for 
tellurium in the mass range 120 ^ A ^  126 is very crucial 
in order to understand the validity of classical s-process as 
well as uucleosynthctic processes in this mass range.
* 2  2. r - p r o c e s s  :
The rapid (r-) neutron capture process occurs in a high 
neutron density environment so that neutron captures arc 
faster than beta decays. As a result, overall shapes of 
r-proccss abundances as well as the positions of the peaks 
in the abundance curve depend on the superposition of 
neutron densities. Laboratory' experimental informations 
indicate that improved very accurate measurement of solar 
r-proccss abundances arc essential for precise analysis of 
thcr abundance distribution peaks in the A « 80 andzl » 130 
regions (see Figure I). Not only that, neutron number 
densities and temperatures arc very important to reproduce 
that solar r-proccss ratio because the validity of the waiting 
point approximation (WPA) depends on high temperature 
and neutron number densities of the gas while the abundance 
flow from each isotopic chain to the next depends on beta 
decay If one considers an (n.y) cs> (y, n) equilibrium close 
to A = 80 and A =■ 130 peaks, then only one isotope with 
neutron magic numbers Y = 50 or 80 has a substantial 
abundance Under all these abov e considerations it is ev ident 
that the origin of solar r-proccss abundance is from a freeze 
out abundance of an r-process with high neutron densities 
(n„;: l()J,,cm ) and temperatures (7 > l(f  K) excluding the 
scenario of explosive He burning 119). In order to solve this 
problem Kappelcr c t  a! | 17| suggested considering the global 
abundance pattern, t c assuming a global steady flow and 
using a freeze out temperature /<> = 1.3. one can get 
information on the details of each peak with individual fit 
on the plot of local steady flow as a function of neutron 
number density (/?„). Figure .3 shows the global abundance 
curve as obtained by Kappelcr c t  a l  117| using the waiting 
point and steady (low approximation with temperature 7 ~
I 3 109 K and neutron number density (//„) = 7.6 x 1()19
cm \  Various best fits for A « 80. 135 and 195 peaks with 
various neutron number densities arc shown in Figures 3(b)- 
3(0. For A as 80 peak. Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b) indicate 
the best fit for a neutron number density around n„ -  7.6 x 
10l<> cm 3 Below . I - 77, no choice of n„ gives the best fit, 
It is seen from Figures 3(c) and 3(d) that two sets of half 
lives (due to superposition to two or more global steady 
Hows and over production) arc dominant at the-4 * 130 and 
A a 195 peaks. As a result, component-wise best fit for a 
single peak is not available. So, the steady flow approximation 
is valid in the region between neutron magic numbers and 
the lower part of each peak t.c. for short half lives, but not 
for longest half lives which require different r\n conditions 
for explaining each peak. As the beta decay rates arc 
governed by the half liv es (7 i,2> of very rich nuclei, Kratz 
c t  a l  [20.21] suggested that beta decayed neutron emission
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should be considered for reproducing the solar system 
r-process abundances at least locally in the A * 80 and A * 
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the agreem ent with the solar abundances (from Ucls | I 9 |  and 126j)
A b undances alter |i-d ecay The impact of neutron emission due to beta decay on the 
final shaping of isotopic abundances with observed r-proccss 
peaks and the parts of the (/?„ - 7y) band which are responsible 
for different mass ranges of the solar r-process abundances 
is shown in Figure 4. This Figure clearly shows that the 
predictions of waiting point approximation and steady flow 
models in the areas around A « 80. 90 < A < 100 and A *- 
130 are in good agreement with the r-process abundance 
features in the range 90 < A < 100 occurring at 7" 1 Ox 10°
K and n„ -  10"° cm \  The solar r-process abundance which 
originated from freeze out abundances of an r-process, 
indicates (n,iy) <r> (y,n) equilibrium with n„ > 102° cm and 
T> 10  ^K. But the main difficulty appears in the production
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of neutrons through (a,n) reactions which is insufficient in 
realistic stellar conditions [22]. Secondly, for the abundance
Neutron Density (cm
Figure 4. N eutron num ber densities and tem pcratuics consistent with 
observed reprocess peaks and m easured beta-decay rates |2 9 ] C ondition 
for validity  o f  the classical w aiting-point approxim ation found by Cameron 
el at [28] are also show n flic tem perature and densities produced in an 
r-process environm ent before free /e  out is schem atically indicated by thick 
arrow  (from  R ef |I 9 |) .
peak at A * 195, the best fit is obtained with n„ 3.0 x 102: 
cm"3 and T -  1.2 x I09 K, i.e. the required neutron density 
is higher by two orders of magnitude. Thirdly, for the whole 
region between A & 130 and A * 195 with the above 
n„-T9 conditions, some local deficiency around A ^ 142 
appears, F;or the nuclei beyond A * 200 there are may 
uncertainties in conditions which produce such r-process 
nuclei.
2.3. r-/s- process controversy
It is clearly understood from the above discussion that 
elements heavier than iron are mainly produced through two 
main neutron capture mechanisms-the slow (s-) process and 
rapid (r-) process which are distinguished by the magnitude 
of the availability of neutron flux. Contribution of these two 
processes to the synthesis of different isotopes is determined 
by the isotopic abundances of these elements in solar system 
material. Despite some difficulties in reproducing the detailed 
solar system abundances the sites for the operation of the r- 
process is more controversial than the sites of the s-process. 
Some controversies are discussed below :
(a) s-process abundances in AGB stars *
In the asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars, the s-process 
operates in the He shell. The s-proccss mechanisms in this 
case are identified as He shell flash or thermal pulses and 
the release of neutrons may occur prior to the thermal pulse 
at a time when the He shell is in a radiative condition rather 
than in the convective condition attained in the thermal 
pulse. The neutron exposure received by the material in 
the He-shell can be estimated from the abundances of the 
s-process elements in the AGB star's atmosphere. Here the
s-process abundances of both the solar system and the stellar 
system will follow the same pattern only when the AGB stars
F ig u re  5. C om parison o l theoretical predictions o f  surface abundances for 
different neutron exposures (solid lines) with observations o f  intrinsic and 
extrinsic A tiH  stars The abscissa represents the average logarithm ic ratio 
o f  the abundances o f  the heavy s-elcm cnts 13a. La. Nd and Sm (“hs") to 
the lighter s-clemcnis Sr, Y and Zr (“ Is”) flic ordinate is the logarithm ic 
enhancem ent in Is w i t l*e (After, Busso el at 13 7 1)
behave as primary sources for solar system's main s-process 
component and the neutron exposures of the stars follow an 
exponential distribution with r0 « 0.3 for KT - 30 KeV, r  
being the time integrated neutron flux. In general, this 
exponential distribution is considered as appropriate and the 
relative masses of s-processed material from the He-shell 
and unprocessed envelope material are determined by using 
the stellar abundance r<>. But for cool AGB stars and for the 
warmer extrinsic (barium) stars the above method is very 
difficult to follow because the spectrum of the cool AGB 
stars is heavily blanketed by molecular bands. So, the search 
of rare lines of heavy elements under this condition ultimately 
puts a restriction on the selection of lines suitable for 
abundance analysis. Such a comparative analysis, studied by 
Smith and Lambert [27], is shown in Figure 5. In their 
analysis they consider heavy element abundances of M 
giants and intrinsic and extrinsic MS and S stars and compare 
the observed and predicted abundances of the total s-process 
enrichment or mixing fraction relative to neutron exposure. 
They found that the s-process (adding to MS/S stars) having 
ro- 0.3 ± 0.1 gives a surprising result indicating a few stars 
having a r0 outside this range and a continuous spread in 
mixing fraction (Ms/Mc) upto the value 0.004. They also 
observed that the location of extrinsic (without Tc) and 
intrinsic (with Tc) MS/S stars are indistinguishable provided 
r(> is not known for extrinsic AGB stars. However, using 
visible and near infra-red spectral parameters in investigating 
the s-process abundances for carbon stars it is also found 
that cool carbon stars seem to be more s-process enriched 
than the MS/S stars characterized by r0 « 0.2 mb”1 while
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barium giant stars indicate a higherr0 than the MS/S 
stars.
But analysis of the elemental abundances of intrinsic and 
extrinsic MS/S stars indicates that this s-process neutron 
exposures have a similarity with that experienced by solar 
system materials. This s-process also resolves the material 
of solar system composition in the Kr-Rb region into two 
components, namely the “main” component and "weak" 
component. The elements lighter than Kr arc the dominant 
contributors for "weak” component while the dominant 
contributors of the “main” component are those elements 
heavier than Kr which are synthesized in the He-sheil of 
low mass AGB stars and whose effects are seen in' the 
MS/S and barium stars. In the case of massive stars, tie  r- 
proccss contribution to the solar abundances should be 
considered along with the main component because they are 
likely to be synthesized in the type II supernova and 
separation of the solar main component from the Weak 
component and r-process component is very much essential 
[29], In addition, the neutron density has some effect on 
the 8,Kr branch which causes a change in the abundance of 
Rb relative to the abundances of neighbouring elements. 
Figure 6 represents the recent result of Rb abundance
-  0.5 0 0.5 1.0 1-5
( S / M )
F ig u re  6 . O bserved and predicted correlation between Rubidium  and 
s-process en richm ents lor M, MS and S stars and barium  giants 
bxtrinsic and intrinsic MS and S stars arc shown hv open and til led 
circles, respectively The predictions norm alized to | K h/M ) 0 2 and
|S /M J ** 0 0 correspond to enrichm ent with m atenals o f  different 
Rb abundances (<7Rh) For cases A, B and C the o Kb - 1/5. 1 and 5 
respectively C ase D indicates the expected relation if the added material 
has the solar abundances o f  Rb and the s-process elements ttaken fioin 
R e f  [30]).
relative to the mean of [(Y/M) 4 (Zr/M)] abundance 
obtained by Lambert et al 1301. Considering five barium 
stars HR 774, £ Cap, HDJ21447, HD 178717 and 0 Vir they 
found that their obtained results for the M, MS and S 
stars are similar to the considered abundances relative to 
a-Tau while said abundances with respect to the M giants 
for the MS and S stars show different values. During 
the above analysis the following important features are 
found :
(i) Rb and s-process enrichments are well correlated in 
a similar fashion to the case of S and barium stars;
(ii) all M giants and u -lau  have apparently lower Rb 
abundances than that of the solar system;
(iii) s-process enrichments are interrelated with the sites 
of similar characteristics (/ c. neutron density and 
Rb/S where S is the mean of [(Y/M) t (Zr/M)| 
abundance).
The apparent Rb deficiency of M giants may be due to 
selection of s-process enriched stars only, systematic errors, 
e tc .  So, investigation of Rb abundance in stars other than the 
s-process enriched stars and associated standard stars, such 
as dwarfs, is necessary.
(h ) N e u tro n  d e n s i t y
The direction of s-process path along the valley of stability 
depends on neutron density In low mass AGB star the 
abundance of Rb and Zr is sensitive to the neutron density. 
The branch point in the s-process at and beyond 85Kr and 
the sensitivity' of Rb abundance to neutron density are 
illustrated in Figure 7 A branch point in the s-process path 
appears because of the unstable 8SKr and it controls the Rb
F ig u re  7. Synthesis ol k r  Rb mid Sr isotopes during a ibennal pulse 
(solid line) and m the interpulsc phase (dash line) when the x'k r  and K<’Rb 
which are built up decay The population (P) ol the isomeric state of xsk r 
is generated by neutron captiue on Mk i ( /J 0 S2 ± 0 000 | 2 H|) The time
scales for K7Rb and x7Sr beta decay duung pulse are significant tor the 
synthesis while branching ol H'I<b to M,k r  can be neglected (from 
Reis (32 | and |3K|)
iso top ic  abundance during s-p ro cess  op e ra tio n . For exam ple , 
in the case when neutron density N(n) approaches to zero, 
the s-process foilows a unique path along the valley of 
stability which will affect the Rb abundance. In this limit 
[N(/?) -> 0] the dominant path is through 8SRb, 8f>Rb to 86Sr 
and in the high density limit the path through 86Kr to 87Rb 
and 88Sr is opened which runs in competition with the path 
through 85Rb. The elemental abundance of Rb (relative to 
Sr and Y) is sensitive to the neutron density because of 
different (by a factor of about 10) neutron capture cross 
sections of two stable isotopes 85Rb and 87Rb. Here it is 
important to note that the Sr abundance is also sensitive to 
the 8SKr branch and the variation of Rb/Sr ratio is more than
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an order of magnitude between low and high density limits. 
However, Lambert et a! [30] suggested that the Rb I line 
analysis will provide more accurate indication of neutron 
density than the Rb/Sr ratio. The Rb abundance analysis for 
neutron pulse via xsKr branch shows that the neutron density 
at the s-process sites does not exceed 108 cm \  Of course, 
this value may depend on the form adopted for the neutron 
pulse. But Beer and Macklin [31] show that pulses with a 
neutron peak density N(n) * 108~ 109 cm '1 are required to 
fit the observations.
Recent investigations [29] of 85Kr branch indicate that
(a) at neutron density N(n) « I07 cm"3 the s-process path 
follow s from 84Kr to 8<>Rb to 8hSr without branching,
(b) N(n) 3 x I09 cm"3 is the critical density for the 86Rb 
branch;
(c) at N(n)  ^ 109 cm 1 the major part of the s-process path 
follows from H()Kr, 87Rb and 88Sr with a second minor 
branch proceeding to 85Rb and 86Sr;
(d )  for \(n) * 3 x 1010 cm"1 the direction of s-process 
path is from 86Rb to 87Rb and 88Sr with a largely 
suppressed channel to 86Sr.
Although the abundances of the dominant stable isotopes 
85Rb and 87Rb in low and high neutron densities, sense the 
Rb elemental abundance, in real operation two complicated 
factors are to be considered because they affect the Rb 
abundance. The first one is the neutron capture on 8*Kr 
which leads not only to the long lived ( T\n ~ 10.7 yrs) ground 
state of 8SKr, but also to a short lived isomeric state (T\a
5.7 hrs). Experimentally determined branching ratio (P) will 
be 0.52 ± 0.08 at 25 KeV. According to Ward and coworkers 
[32,33], it is expected that this isomeric state will not come 
into thermal equilibrium with the ground state and this 
isomeric state will be treated as an effectively distinct 
nucleus for accurate modelling of the s-process during a 
thermal pulse. This causes two possible decay modes of the 
isomeric state (i) beta-decay to 8SRb with a probability of 
80% and (ii) internal y-transition to 8*Kr ground state with 
a probability of 20%. This means (hat the neutron density 
characterizing s-process route to ^Rb remains open.
The second factor is the dependence of the final product 
on the temporal variation of neutron density, particularly, in 
realistic stellar condition such as bursts of neutrons released 
in the Hc-shell during a thermal pulse. In the case of final 
Rb abundance, for example, the yield of high Rb abundance 
i.e. 87Rb primarily may be achieved at the peak of the neutron 
burst while restoration of low Rb abundance, takes place at 
the declining phase (i.e. the freeze out) of the burst. The way 
of neutron density declining controls the low abundance of 
Rb. In addition, the duration (A/„) of the neutron burst is also 
another crucial factor in determining the final Rb abundance. 
For example, short duration (less than the effective half-life 
of 85Kr) of the neutron burst helps in the production of a little 
fresh 86Krand 87Rb. Even in the short neutron burst with high
neutron density less 87Rb will be synthesized than in the case 
of a steady flow at some neutron density. Thus, for temperature 
T <, 3 x 108 K neutron capture rate, certain beta decay and 
electron capture rates are temperature dependent for 8(,Rb 
and 87Sr while the decay of 85Kr is effectively constant.
Figure 8 (a and b) shows the aspects of the s-process path 
near Sr and Zr controlling the production of the stable 
isotopes 96Zr. At the neutron densities that result in synthesis
f ig u re  8. (a) s-process path 1mm Sr to M o  lor neutron densities ol 
10 1" cm ' or less Stable nuclei are indicated by striped box and unstable 
nuclei b> open box The hall lile o f  <)4Nb is quite tem perature sensitive 
and the value lor 7 ~ 2 * 10H k  is given M ajor branches arc given tor 
neutron densities N{tn I 0 IW cm * (from R ef 1301) (b) The m am  s-process 
flow through the X r-Tc region o f  nuclei Stable isotopes are indicated b\ 
cross-hatching (Rel |3 8 j)
of %Zr, the major flow is from 89Sr to unstable 90Sr and then 
to 91 Zr by synthesizing a little 89Y and 90Zr. At low neutron 
density (i.e. less than a few times 108 cm 3) the s-process 
produces the isotopes 90Zr, 91 Zr, 92Zr, and 94Zr such that the 
isotopic abundances are roughly set by cr(' Zr)N(* Zr) ~ 
constant. As the neutron capture cross section of the stable 
isotope 90Zr is the smallest of the sequence 90 96Zr, the %Zr 
isotope is produced at higher neutron densities than the 
critical density for the 9>Zr branch. The 93Zr isotope, which 
like Tc measures the time elapsed since s-processing and is 
effectively stable at the s-process site, decays to 93Nb. But 
as the Tc isotopes have shorter half lives than 91Zr, the s- 
process path bypasses 93Nb (which is only synthesized from 
the decay of 93Zr) after the s-process has ceased. For 
intermediate mass AGB stars the s-process path at 85Kr takes 
primarily the branch through 87Rb and leads to a “high’' Rb 
abundance with a non-solar isotopic ratio. The ratio of the 
Rb/Sr for different core masses (Mc) and peak neutron 
density N(n)^ are shown in Table 1.
Recent calculations [29,35] also indicate that
(a) earlier adopted neutron capture cross sections adopted 
by Malaney [34] differ by up to 30% from currently 
recommended values;
(b) the ratio Rb/Sr * 0.05 , obtained from either the solar 
system’s relative abundances of Rb and Sr or the s- 
processed abundance ratio calculated from MS/S and 
classical barium stars, does not match the above 
predicted values.
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As a possible reason of this Rb/Sr discrepancy Beer and 
Macklin [31] suspected the profiles of neutron bursts having 
the same basic shape as the intermediate star bursts but pf 
lower neutron density. Using the exponential distribution p f 
neutron exposures with neutron density profiles they fouid 
Rb/Sr = 0.07 for neutron peak densities « l()x lf>l>
cm~3 inferred from stellar observations. This value sill 
remains lower than the Rb/Sr ratio observed in the bariufcn 
giant stars. In order to solve this problem Beer and Macfin 
modified the profiles for the neutron bursts by proposing 
"Hot Bottom Burning Phase” model, i.e. inclusion of ttoe 
effects of mass loss and of hydrogen burning at the base of 
the convective envelope in their earlier model for reducing 
the maximum temperature attending the thermal pulses. 
However, using the asymptotic limit 7' * 3  * J0X K recent 
measurements show a high Rb/Sr ratio 1.5) because of the 
fact that the lower neutron exposure affects Sr more than Rb. 
More investigations in the s-processed materials produced at 
low neutron density as well as decay of the unstable nuclide 
^Kr rather than neutron capture in low mass AGB star only 
can provide the clues of this stellar Rb abundance conflict 
for barium giant stars and for other stars also.
3. An overview of the earlier problems
3 /. Star formation :
Star formation environment, where conversion of inter­
stellar gas into stars takes place, plays an inportant role in
understanding the physics of stellar nucleosynthesis.
Theoretical calculations and observational evidences [39,40]
suggest that stars form by contraction of interstellar clouds 
of gas and dust found in the galaxy, i.e. in the dense cores 
of )04 *— 10C> M0 giant molecular clouds, which contain a 
comparable amount of atomic hydrogen (HI). During star 
formation the basic process involves the gravitational collapse 
of molecular cloud fragments. Recent studies [41,42] of star
formation regions indicate that
(i) most of the molecular gas (in the form of giant cloud 
complexes) have internal number densities ~I0* 
cirf3 and diameter ~100 pc;
(ii) the molecular and atomic surface densities (/ e. so 
called average gas surface densities) play a crucial 
role in disk average (i.e. averaged over the optical 
diameter of the disk) star formation rate, in particular 
on the average Ha disk surface brightness;
(iii) although the coupling between the star formation 
rate and molecular surface density is surprisingly 
weak, the star formation rate has a strong correlation 
with the HI surface density.
The correlation study [431 considers the cloud formation/ 
destruction process as one of the important factors determining 
the star formation efficiency in the internal cloud process 
dominated star formation region. This gives the occurrence 
of the threshold at surface densities -1011 H cm in the 
active star formation region with a significant variation 
between galaxies. On the other hand, VLA observations 
show the appcarence of large spatial variation in HI density 
in galaxies indicating the possibility of other threshold 
mechanisms in the cluster at critical densities near 1021 H 
cm “ Here the behaviour of molecular gas formation/ 
gravitationally bound cloud formation as a crucial regulator 
of star formation is also another important factor It is 
understood from numerical simulations and model 
calculations [44,45] that the star formation becomes more 
rapid than the observed one due to the influence of self 
gravity, gas cooling e tc  However, still unknown areas are :
(a) the question whether molecular gas formation or 
gravitationally bound cloud formation controls the 
star formation;
(b) the portion of a molecular cloud collapsing to form 
a star;
(c) poor understanding of the mechanism of dominance 
of non-thermal motion over thermal motion.
These uncertainties in the protostar arise because of the 
missing link between the dense molecular cloud cores and 
embedded pre-main sequence stars.
3 2 Abundances :
Production of a considerable amount of neutrons in the s- 
process begins from helium burning phase and a part of this 
yield of neutrons is used to initiate neutron capture reactions 
in the next stage. In massive stars this chain continues till 
the formation of an Fe-core which finally goes through the 
supernova phase. In the supernova phase the s-process 
(slow) changes its direction to r-process (rapid) and various 
r-process mechanisms arise depending upon different 
locations within the supernova (i.e neutron density, time 
scale, etc). As the excess neutrons characterise the initial 
matter as well as raise the ratio of neutron to seed nuclei the 
exact neutron density in this stage is very much important 
and not only in that the large ratio of neutron to seed nuclei 
may finally stimulate the r-process. The investigations [44,45] 
of the behaviour of neutron number density and temperature 
during the time evolution of r-process phase of 
nucleosynthesis indicate that at the beginning of r-process 
the trajectories which contribute to the r-process abundance 
peak A —1301 or below produce fewer neutrons per seed 
nucleus (i.e. fewer heavy nuclei produced) while the
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trajectories at the late stage produce a larger number of 
neutrons per seed nucleus giving a strong abundance peak 
at A - 195. Normalization of all the parameters in the 
calculation of above mentioned peaks with reference to the 
fixed abundance peak isotopes shows that all the r-process 
isotopes are within a normalized bound which is about 10 
times the solar abundance. 7'his value is in good agreement 
with the models calculated from the average of every 
supernova but poses a problem for supernova from low mass 
progenitor stars which are not efficient in producing the 
heavy r-process nuclei. This value also creates another 
problem in explaining the shift in the A -  95 peak by a couple 
of mass units and the over production of A = 180.
3.3. Helium burning :
Hydrogen exhaustion at the end of hydrogen burning in a 
star’s main sequence phase leaves a helium core at the centre 
of the star and the contraction phase of the star then enables 
the helium core to activate helium burning through alpha 
capture process. It is believed that alpha capture process 
becomes active as soon as ,2C is formed which finally 
produces n C by mixing with hydrogen at high temperature 
through the reaction 12C(p,y )nN((3\v4 )nC Here, the reaction 
cross section of 12CXp,y)n N plays an important role in 
understanding the role of n C as a neutron producer. The 
experimental study of the behaviour of l2C(p,y)n N reaction 
in the excitation energy range 40-54 MeV shows that :
(A) no resonant decay o f 1 3N either at ground state or at 
excited state takes place but a coupling of single 
proton to the excited ,2C core in the excited states 
at 6.36, 7.38 and 9.00 MeV is indicated with an 
observed cross section of the order of 1.5-2.0 pb. 
This value is surprisingly large, being nearly half as 
big as the cross section for the direct transition;
(B) the observed values of surface ,2C/nC ratio arc in 
good agreement with the predicted values except for 
a  Ori star and the star of mass below 3.0 MQ. The 
observed values of the ratio l2C/,3C for a  Ori star 
is extremely low which is not yet understood at all 
•while for the stars with masses below 3 M(>) the 
observed values are so peculiar that these can not be 
explained only by the first dredge-up scenario;
(C) there is a good agreement between the observed and 
predicted values of oxygen isotopic ratio ,60 / ,80  but 
in the region where ,3C is mostly produced, the 
oxygen isotope ,80  seems to survive destruction 
mainly by ,80(p,cx)15N. In the red giant phase the 
first and second dredge up contribute a minor increase 
in the ,60 / ,80  ratio while the third dredge up gives 
a huge increase in the 160 / ,80  ratio for the AGB 
stars of masses > 5M C> This indicates the primary 
dependence of the ratio l60 / 180  on the initial 
composition of the star, not on the star mass;
(D) there is a high destruction of n O by the raction 
l70(p,y)l8F and l70 (p ,a ) l4N in the massive stars and 
the resulting surface ratio I60 / ,70  in a red giant 
phase is controlled by the maximum depth of the 
convective envelope of the star. The observed and 
predicted values of ,60 / ,70  ratio are in good 
agreement for 2 M0 stars but deviation arises for 
those stars having masses below and above this 
mass. For higher mass (> 2 M(^ stars another problem 
is that the second and third dredge up significantly 
decrease the oxygen isotopic ratio l60 / ,70  in contrast 
with a huge increase in ,60 / ,80 .
3 4 Carbon burning .
2lNe(a,n)24Mg, 22Ne(a,n)2:>Mg, ,3C (a,n)l60  are the three 
controversial reactions during carbon burning phase. At 
temperature above 8 x I08 K 2,Ne(a,n)24Mg can be as 
efficient a neutron producer as 22Ne(cx, n)25Mg or l3C(a, n),ftO 
reaction at one point or another in this burning phase. As the 
shell C burning begins at very high temperature (7V> -1) with 
a high average neutron density (~10n cm'3), the external 
carbon shell burning affects the nuclear process in the carbon 
burning core and at the beginning of shell C burning the 
reaction rate of ,2C(a,y)u,0  reaction plays a crucial role for 
calculating the evolution of convective mixing near the end 
of core He burning. Various resonances of the reaction 
( ,2C+ ,2C) and resonance like features near coulomb barrier 
at high energies also give another problem in this carbon 
burning phase. High neutron density also creates further 
problems in this phase, particularly, depletion of <>3Cu due 
to the strongly favourable situation of neutron capture by 
63Ni, over production at high neutron density. Theoretical 
calculations suggest that the weak component contributes 
only 30% to 64Ni and s-process gives 30% contribution to 
the solar abundances of MCu and 6:>Cu. But study of average 
neutron density indicates that the average neutron density, 
mostly supplied by this-process, never exceeds 106 cm 3 in 
the core He burning in the stellar interior i.e. 63Ni and ^Ni 
are weakly produced. The exact reason of this is not yet 
known.
3.5 Oxygen burning :
At temperatures > 8 x l0 <; K, oxygen shell burning in a 
massive star produces Si seeds in Si-Ca quasi equilibrium 
groups, while large electron capture in the late stage of this 
oxygen burning produces iron peak nuclei. A study of steltar 
oxygen abundances indicates a correlation between neutron 
captured elements and the strongly variable O and Na 
abundances (produced through neutron capture synthesis). 
Analysis of the observational oxygen OI triplet and other 
oxygen lines showed that the discrepancies in the O 
abundances and O/Fe ratio still exist between the presently 
observed values and the earlier observed and predicted 
values of them. LTE and non-LTE model calculations for
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oxygen abundance using the oxygen triplet X 7771-5 also 
show that discrepancy in O/Fe ratio still remains.
Investigation of the hydrodynamical behaviour of shell 
oxygen burning through numerical simulations shows that 
an abrupt change in the ,60  abundance occurs in the initial 
stage and a small fluctuation (-0.05 in nuclear fraction) in 
the 160  abundance of the late stage. Moreover, a significant 
composition inhomogeneity also appears, because of 
incomplete mixing of nuclear fuel from the stable region 
towards the hotter region of the convective /one, which 
perturbs density, velocity, electron fraction etc. Creation of 
“Hot Spots” in this region also affects the flow of fuel. . 
Mixing of unstable 56Ni nuclei with the new decay products , 
is a source of great trouble for accurate measurement o f ; 
decay products in this region. ?
3 6 Supernova phase : i
At the end of its nuclear fuel a massive star suffers a 
supernova phase. It is believed that r-process nucleosynthesis 
occurs in this supernova stage so that within a short time 
scale (~ 1 sec) transformation in the final abundances of the 
ejected mass takes place. So, if the r-process mainly occurs 
in that case the abundances of its products in the ejecta will 
be a function of initial stellar mctallicity. This means that 
exact estimation of heavy element abundances produced 
through s- and r-processes before the explosion and heavy 
element abundances after the explosion (i e formation of 
dwarfs, neutron stars, etc) play an important role towards 
understanding the dynamics of supernova. Recent abundance 
analysis of neutron rich elements shows that element to iron 
ratio for the group of elements from Ba to Hu increases with 
the atomic number for the stars with ( 2 < Fe/H ' I), but 
is slightly deficient by a factor o f - 0 . 1 dex in case of lighter 
elements (Ba, La, Ce etc) Hvcn for most metal poor stars 
(with Fe/H <-2.5) large deficiency is also present for all 
these groups of elements with no clear evidence for a 
plateau at very low metallicities. The observed spread in the 
element to iron ratio for these elements is larger by a 
factor of 0.1 to 0.15 dex but the origin of scatter is not yet 
clear.
3.7. Neutron star phase :
At the final stage of evolution of a massive star, an iron core 
is formed at the centre of the star. According to the prompt 
explosion mechanism, this core collapses abruptly in such 
a manner that a "Core Bounce” appears due to this and within 
a very short time (few milliseconds) shock waves lose their 
entire kinetic energy for stalling inside the outer edge of the 
initial iron core. After a short time interval (prompt explosion), 
neutrinos stream out from the newly born neutron star. The 
neutron star’s strong binding energy at this stage drives a 
powerful shock into the overlying stellar mantle causing a 
matter depleted region (known as “Hot Bubble”) which 
separates the central remnant and the ejected stellar envelope.
Latest investigations of the final r-process abundances indicate 
that the seed nuclei at A - 90 in the hot bubble arc already 
synthesized by alpha process in contrast to the earlier 
calculations which show that the seed nuclei are confined to 
neutron rich, I e group elements in a highly neutroni/cd 
material at high temperature and high densities. This gives 
a discrepancy in the bulk r-process abundances of the heavy 
nuclei in this region i.e. neutrino driven nucleosynthesis in 
the hot bubble phase of supernova explosion and solar 
system abundances of r-process nuclei.
4. Recent developments
4 11 Star formation
Stars are born in the dense core of 101 to 10° A/u giant 
molecular clouds and gravitational collapse of these molecular 
cores can occur through two distinct modes viz. Magnetic 
supercritical collapse (occurs when inward pull of gravity 
overwhelms the outward pressure of magnetic field m a 
given region where sufficient density of material accumulates,
/ c a mass scales of order 10* Afn) and Ambipolar diffusion 
(occurs more slowly through the magnetic field and coupling 
of electrons and ions to it). Recent millimeter and sub­
millimeter wave length observations |46-49] indicate the 
tendency of massive stars to appear in clusters, indicating the 
possible involvement of interaction between the formation 
of massive stars and their cluster neighbors. In the pre-proto- 
stellar phase of star formation gravitationally bound fragments 
are formed in the molecular cloud and it leads to proto-stellar 
collapse through the progressive evolution of higher degrees 
of central condensation. Ciolek and Mouschovias [50] suggest 
that this evolution of a magnetically subcritical cloud core 
appears due to the progressive loss of magnetic support by 
ambipolar diffusion. The typically developed specific angular 
momenta (/ e. angular momentum per unit mass) of the 
stellar mass fragments in gravitationally bound collapsing 
cores are about 5 orders of magnitude larger than those of 
stars interacting through mutual tidal interaction between 
adjuccnt cores (or by other differential forcing). As a result, 
such rotating cores collapse into disks and accrete mass onto 
a central proto-star because of the dissipation of their angular 
momentum. Soon after the formation of an accreting central 
proto-star, it becomes fully convective and supports a rigid, 
co-rotating (t.e with the star), roughly dipolar stellar field. 
In this phase, the estimation of gravitational star formation 
as well as formation of open clusters for massive stars is, 
thus, very much important as it is believed that most massive 
stars are formed from open clusters f5 1 -531. Figures 9 and 
10 show the gravitational star formation and formation and 
formation of open clusters for massive stars, respectively, as 
obtained by Myers and Fuller [53J from the observations 
through 1,3 cm NH? line. Considering both the thermal and 
non-thermal components of the velocity dispersion in a core 
of radius r0bS associated with a star of mass M• they divided
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the time evolution into three ranges [see Figure 9(a)]. The 
resulting non-thermal motion at r,)1)S in the pre-stellar core
(a)
(b)
. t.o 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0
Log M. (Mo)
Figure 9. (a) Schem atic diagram  illustrating three assum ptions about the 
radial structure o f  the non-therm al part o f  the velocity dispersion <rNi in 
a prcstcllar core obtained by Myers and Fuller For details see text The 
m ark TNT indicates the therm al and non-therm al m otions observed in line 
w idths are tak ing  into account while T(SIS) indicates that non-therm al 
m otions are neglected and therm al m otions arc assum ed constant as in the 
singular isotherm al sphere (from  R ef |5 3 |)  (b) G ravitational form ation 
tim es V t  for a core associated with a star o f  m ass A/. to form a star or 
star-d isk  like system , as calculated by Myers and Fuller See text for details 
(from  R ef |5 3 ])
is denoted by Gni and thermal motion which is assumed 
isothermal by a /.
Case 1 : When a \7 (r < rCOO|) « aNr (robs).
In this case the observed value of the non- 
thermal velocity dispersion (with winds 
correction) is uniform for all r < rt)bs, i.e. the non- 
thermal velocity dispersion inside radius rcoo| is 
the same as that at the size scale robN sampled 
during NHj observation (Horizontal curve 
marked by I).
Case II : when the non-thermal velocity dispersion is 
smaller than that observed at /*obs by a factor of 
(''/'‘ohs)12 (sloping curve marked by r/robs).
Case 111 : In this case the non-thermal motions are 
negligible and the accretion time depends on the 
thermal motions (horizontal curve marked by 0)
It is seen that a*/ (r//\,bs) is uniform for cases 1 and 3 which 
is suitable for estimating the accretion time.
MOLECULAR CLOUD 
COMPLEX
Mass (Mo) 10* -  10* 
Radius (pc) 2 0 - 6 0  
N (cm 3) 10*
T(*K) 10
F ig u re  10. Schem atic picture o f  star form ation environm ent and proto-star 
model o f  Stabler et til |5 6 | based on aeeretion paradigm  o f  star formation 
Molecular cloud data are from HI it/ 15 4 1 (from R ef |5 7 |)
Figure 9(b) shows the variation of gravitational formation 
times /acc for a core, calculated by Myers and Fuller [53], 
against the associated star's mass M*, to form a star or star* 
disk system. This formation time /acc (i.e. the time required 
from the onset of spherical collapse to accrete a particular 
mass M*) depends on the radial profile of the gas density 
within the radius rcno\ which encloses M*. In calculating /acc 
they have considered the above three cases l, 2 and 3 and 
found that the formation time is shorter time is shorter when 
non-thermal motions (cases 1 and 2) rather than the thermal 
motions are taken into account (case 3). This is because of 
the greater accretion rate (t.e. greater velocity dispersion). 
The range of formation times for the stars of masses 0.3, K 
3, 10 and 30 /ty,is 1.1-1.5, 3-^, 4-8, 2-11 and 1-12 x 10s 
yrs, respectively, i.c all of the stars considered form within 
the range 1-12 x 1(F years for most massive stars. This range 
is significantly smaller than the range of stellar masses 
formed by molecular clouds. But for sufficiently massive 
stars the Kelvin Helmholtz time /k-u for the stellar core to 
reach thermal equilibrium exceeds the gravitational infall 
time /acc. Thus the systematic measurement of line width and 
map size in the densest parts of the core in the regions of 
massive star formation is essential for solving the above 
difficulties.
4.1.2. Accretion paradigm oj star formation :
Figure 10 represents the modem picture of the accretion 
paradigm of star formation. To begin the main accretion
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phase duster doud formation takes place. The main ideas 
regarding cluster forming cloud are that
(a) it consists of a spherically symmetric cloud component 
whose velocity dispersion varies with radius R as 
IT
(b) it is self-gravitating i.e. its density varies as R 2 f
(c) in this cloud smaller, spherical self-gravitating "Cores" 
are embedded whose total mass is small compared 
to the cloud mass;
(d) the pressure and density in the star forming pan off 
the core are much greater in comparison to the 
corresponding pressure and density contributed bjy 
the cloud component;
(e) the variation of cloud pressure across /*obs is assumejjd 
negligibly small compared to the mean core pressure 
within /*0i>s.
it is believed that a cluster-forming cloud having a high 
pressure in its interior (also with a high pressure core) 
produces a more massive star than one with a low pressure 
core [55,561. This indicates a tendency of more massive stars 
in a given range of stellar masses to form within a particular 
range of cloud radius and pressure. Figure 11 illustrates the 
distribution of stellar masses of the above mentioned model
Log M* (M<.))
Figure 11. V ariation of the distribution  ol the number of stars per unit 
logarithm ic m ass interval around M* against A/. Solid lines represent 
lour m odels o f  a sell-g rav itating  cluster cloud with em bedded sclt- 
gravitating core C urves are labelled according to the exponent q in the 
power law relation betw een velocity dispersion a  and the radius
H o f  the cluster cloud C urves lor q -  0 1 and 0 2 represent em bedded core 
having constant m ean density  at the s i/c  scale traced by N IL  line 
observations. W hile curves m arked 0 3' and 0.4 ' represent core having 
mean density  w hich decreases w ith increasing mass o f  their associated 
star. Filled circles represent the initial m ass function (IM F) ot Scalo [58] 
(This F igure is from  R ef (571)
by plotting (£ + C), the number of stars per logarithmic mass 
interval around A/*, against A/* where
_ d M ( M * ±  d M xkou&(>
^ dM* dPxXox) 6 dl\opt dM»
or log^ = C + 1 + 2 q - 1 -L 4c/ (logp + 2 log a)
+ 1°g 1 +p ' dM* cj * dM* J
with C s  log(e hyg l),
p and a  are the mass density and the velocity dispersion of 
the core properties on the size scale traced by the N lh line 
during observation, 
h constant, 
v = ( I < 2</)/(- 2 + 4</),
the star formation efficiency,
g a fixed multiple of pressure of cloud component observed 
at the core radius r()hs traced by NFh line observation.
The evaluation of the variation of 4 shows that the density 
profile is constant at 1 x 104 cm ' for M* < Afn and makes 
a smooth transition to 1.5 x 10* cm * at M* ~ 30 A/0 and for 
each of these two density profiles ^ depends on the free 
parameter </, the exponent in the power law relation between 
velocity dispersion and radius in the cluster cloud. They have 
also choosen the value of "</' for each density profile such 
that the slope of log Q vs log M♦ closely matches that of the 
high mass part of the initial mass function (IMF) of Scalo 
[58], shown by filled circles m Figure 11. The values of'V/' 
with no prime indicates the constant density profile while 
those with prime stand for the varying density profile. For 
more massive stars than 2-3 M+ this constant density range 
is 0.1 0.2 and variation density range is 0.3-0.4 which
appears more realistic. The slope of IMF, following the 
observed relation between the core velocity dispersion and 
associated stellar mass, thus can account for the core of a 
self-gravitating cloud provided by the mean core density at 
the radius sampled by NFf lines. This means that the 
pressure distribution of cloud gas is the main factot which 
finally allows a sufficient number of cores to form in each 
interval of pressure. Because, if cluster clouds increase their 
internal pressure scale during their life time, their surviving 
cores and newly formed cores can then only have greater 
pressure w.r.t. the young stage of the cluster cloud, and their 
increased core pressure finally leads to the formation of more 
massive stars.
4 .1.3. Core evolution :
The core formation takes place as soon as the cloud liberates 
enough gravitational potential energy to dissociate while the 
molecular hydrogen in the core and this central core continue 
to grow as long as material for accretion is available. During 
this main accretion phase, the outer layer of the dust 
envelope plays a key role in determining the observational 
characteristic of the proto-stellar cloud. The central accreting 
core is surrounded by a blanketing envelope of dust and the 
protostar becomes a prominent infrared source. Bui this 
protostar will not be in the visual part of the spectrum as long
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as the above blanketing envelope dominates. When this 
surrounding envelope disperses the central core will be 
revealed as an optical object The accretion will then stop 
leading the core in the premain sequence phase (PMS)
Numerical studies of stellar birth line (i.e. the locus m 
the H-R diagram alongwath the star's first appearance as an 
optical object) suggest that the stellar birth line intersects the 
Zero Age Main Sequence (ZAMS) at a mass ^ 10 ;\/u 
where the Kclvin-Hclnihot/ (K- H) contraction time scale is 
equal to the free fall time scale. Theoretical calculations 
indicate that for typical accretion rates of 10 s 3A>yr 1 and 
10 4 A/f.,yr 1 this intersection will be at 3 /m, ^ 7.5 .\/()nnd
14.5 .A/()|59|, respectively, while Beech and Mitalas |57| 
show that A /inl ~ 8.5 A /,, for an accretion rate of 10  ^ ;\/n yr 1 
If the contraction time scale is less than the free fall time 
scale then the protostar will reach the main sequence (MS), 
although the accretion process is still active For more 
massive star the Kelvin-Hclinholtz time is shorter than the 
typical infall time and the star will appear in the optical 
region only during their MS evolution instead of PMS 
stage |56.59|
Figure 12 represents the accretion model of stellar 
evolution from 1 A/nto Afm[ -  8.5 ;\/uobtaincd by Beech and
F ig u re  12. Variation o f  mass against radius for accu ium  model The upper 
curve gives Iho radius of the model while lowei v u i\e  «>i i.uhus ol the 
convective /one. Scratched legions are eonvectne
Point A m ass M V 1 Vl< j. w hen a tad ia tiv e  h a irie r first appears.
Point B mass M 5*4 M(). when the inteiioi becomes eom pleteh
ta d ia tiv e .
Point C mass M 5.6 Mo, when maximum radius is reached.
Point D mass M 7.1 M(> when convectixe to re  develops:
Point K for M N5 \ l ( when the accretion models join the
canonical /A M S  (trom Ref |5 7 |)
Mitalas |57]. They found four distinct evolutionary phases 
during the growth from 1 AA,to A/mt -  8.5 ,with a time
step of 2500 yrs and a mass increment of 0.025 A In during 
main accretion phase. Heavy dots represent for critical
masses The fully convective phase of deuterium burning 
lasts uplo the increasing mass A/ = 3.1 A/(.>(point A). Then 
shell burning phase begins and continues upto A/  = 5 5 \ j  
(point B). Point C indicates the mass A/ = 5.6 A/(Jat which 
the radius is maximum. A convccti\e core appears at the end 
of the radiative interior phase which lasts upto the point L) 
at which mass Af ~ 7 1 A/{) At point E, where the accretion 
sequence intersects the canonical ZAMS. the mass is A!
8 5 \/(1.
4 .1 4. h'ullv convective phase :
According to the accretion paradigm the central temperature 
of massive stars is high enough for nuclear burning although 
the accretion process is still active. For fully convective 
phase the central temperature is T& 2  > 10° K which grows 
slowly with mass and rises to T « 2.5 * I0(’ K at M -  > o
3 A, During fully convectiv e phase the radius varies lmcarlv 
with the mass between 1.0 and « 3.0 A/(.,(point A m Figme 
12) Tins hilly convective phase ends when an off-center 
radiative region at a mass fraction of 0.25 appeared at model 
mass \J -  3 1 A/,,. The appearcncc of radiative /one plavs 
various important roles. First, it acts as a barrier and cuts off 
the supply of deuterium to the interior Second, due to this 
cutoff of deuterium supply, a local equilibrium state appears 
in the interior deuterium rapidly, which leads the interior to 
become radiative So. radiative interior exists for models 
more massive than 3 2 3A,. The mass fraction of the 
convcctne envelope becomes smaller and smaller with 
increased inass beyond 3.2 3A>and the radiative encrg\ 
transport becomes more active with increasing temperature 
between 3 2 3A.and 5.4 AI()(i.e from Point A to Point B)
4 1 5. The radiative phase
When the model becomes fully radiative (at point B). ils 
luminosity begins to increase rapidly. From Figure 12 it is 
seen that the radius is almost independent of mass between
3.2 and 5.4 A Affront point A to point B) and between 5 2 
and 5.6 A/n(froni point B to point C) and a dramatic increase 
in radius against mass occurred. The maximum radius 
appeared at mass AI -  5 6 A A, (point C) which indicates that 
a radiative interior has been established. At point B when 
it is fully radiative, there appears a rapid increase m 
luminosity. Figure 13 shows the variation of luminosity 
against mass for selected accretion models. It is seen that a 
steady increase in luminosity against increasing mass has 
occurred between points B and D where the luminosity of 
deuterium burning is small. However, the central and surface 
temperature of the accretion model increase dramatically 
because of increase in mass and luminosity with decrease in 
radius.
4.1.6. Central nuclear burning :
Figure 14 shows the evolution of the D(p.y)3Hc reaction, the 
pp chain and CN cycle which arc responsible for the central 
energy generation. Deuterium burning is the dominant energy
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source for full convective models between 1.0 and 3.1 A/0. 
In this case the interior luminosity rises rapidly from the
M / Me
F ig u re  13. L um inosity as a Junction o f  mass tor the accretion models 
labelled by their m ass M odels o f  M ~ I 5 A/q  and 3 0 A/() arc fully 
convective M odel w ith M ~ 4 0 A/q  show s the presence o f  daiiteriuni 
burning shell at A/(r) -  3 0 A/q  M odels with 5 5 A/q  and A/ * h 5 A/q 
have rediative interiors w hereas m odels with M -  7 5 A/q  and A/ 8 5 
A/q have central convective cores Points A, B, C\ l) and I are described 
in Figure 12 Sec text for details (from  R et 15 7 1)
M/M©
F ig u re  14, C entral nuclear energy generation rates in ergs pei ginm per 
sec in the accretion m odel The three branching ratios are shown in the 
upper panel Points A. D, L are described in Figure 12 (Irom Rel 157])
centre and attains the maximum at a mass traction ol order 
0.2 and then falls gradually towards the surface. At 3.1 A/n 
rapid depletion of the interior deuterium takes place after the 
appearance of the radiative barrier at this mass. The central 
convective process stops and as a result the nuclear energy
generation rate drops dramatically but becomes significant 
again at a model mass « 6.0 A/t) when the central temperature 
increases to 7 * 6.8 x 10° K through the PP 1 chain reaction 
(marked by 1). The energy generation through PP 11 chain 
reaction (marked by II) dominates at 7.1 A/()with the central 
temperature at 7 ^ 22.1 x 106 K while PP III chain dominates 
beyond 7.25 A/0at a central temperature 25.4 x 10(’ K (case 
III). It is also seen from Figure 14 that the central convective 
core lasts around 7 A/0 and breaks up at 7.1 A/() (point D). 
After that, the PP chain and CN cycle reactions proceed in 
a radiative core which grows rapidly in size with a mass 
fraction of 0.3 at 7.4 Ma while the CN cycles maintain 
equilibrium at 8.3 A/n Beyond 8.5 A/u (point E) the radii 
maintain its increasing nature. The main problem in this case 
is that the A/m, values vary in the range 7.5 A/Oto 14.3 A/0 
, according to theoretical calculations of Palla and Stahler 
[60,61], depending upon the increased accretion rate from 
1(T* to 10 4 yr *. This indicates that although Beech and 
Mitalas have considered the value of A/mt 8.5 A/q with an 
accretion rate 10 5 A/() yr !, a thorough investigation 
considering all the possible accretion rates is required in 
order to understand the core evolution.
4 2 Abundances
In analysing the features of heavy element abundances 
of the solar system we have mentioned earlier that the 
observed features are correlated with the position of neutron 
shell closures at N - 50, 82, 126 while analysis through 
splitting of the abundance peaks in the region A = 80-90, 
130-140 and 190-210 indicates two scenarios with very 
distinct neutron fluxes (te. in quite different astrophysical 
environments), namely the s-proccss and r-process. Some 
pre-existing distributions of seed abundances, which arc 
the only ones common to both, are exposed to neutron- 
irradiation, i.e. heavier elements are produced through 
subsequent neutron captures and beta decays. The comparison 
of the relative life time (t) (defined as the mean time between 
subsequent neutron captures inversely proportional to the 
available number of neutrons and the reaction rate [62, 63]) 
for neutron capture (t„) and beta-decay (i/y) clearly 
differentiate the s-process and r-process.
4 2  1 s-process and abundances .
The condition x„ > Xp in the s-process ensures that the neutron 
capture path will remain closed to the valley of beta-stability 
and the respective neutron capture cross section will therefore 
determine the resulting abundances. This means that :
(i) isotopes having small cross sections act as bottlenecks 
and produce large abundances;
(ii) isotopes with the s-process peak at magic numbers, 
will have small cross sections;
(iii) bottleneck isotopes, acting as neutron exposure 
monitor, determine the required mean s-process 
exposures;
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(iv) a group of two, three or four radio-active isotopes 
are involved (such as 151 Sm, ,54Eu and m Gd) in 
the s-process branching;
(v) neutron density, temperature and electron density -  
all these can be estimated from the abundance 
pattern in such branching. This finally gives the 
scenario of three different s-process components for 
observed s-process abundances, namely :
(a) the Main s-process component in this main s- 
process component a bulk of s-process isotopes 
between 90 < A <, 204 is produced and the exposure 
distribution p(x) decreases smoothly with increasing 
neutron exposures (t) 164,65J;
(b) the Weak component in this component the isotopic 
abundances below -r 90 are characterized by a smaller 
but continuous mean neutron exposures;
(c) the Strong component this component is postulated 
in order to explain the very high ;o8Pb abundance 
at the termination of s-process
4.2 1.1 Unpulsed s-process and single neutron source : 
The above phenomenological approach to the s-process is 
based on the burning of only one neutron source for each 
of the components and final overproduction of exposure 
sensitive bottleneck nuclei at the magic neutron shell. In this 
s-process nucleosynthesis each isotope, from a potent seed 
like 5<Te, can be formed and destroyed by neutron capture 
and beta decay following an unique synthesis path from 56Fe 
to 2()9Bi. As the s-process nucleosynthesis is essentially a 
function of three parameters, r<> (the total mean exposure), 
r max (the temperature reached at the bottom of the convective 
He shell) and n{) (the peak neutron density) a problem 
appears when the beta decay rate of a radio-nucleide is in 
competition with the neutron capture rat, because the beta- 
decay rate can be a strong function of temperature and also 
of electron density of the stellar environment |66J. Due to 
these, the s-proccss branching ultimately leads to the formation 
of other stable s-process isotopes in proportion to the above 
competition.
In order to solve this problem, first it is essential to know 
the s-process abundances responsible for the termination of 
s-process i.c. the main component and/or the strong 
component whichever one causes the termination of the 
\-process. Secondly, the dependence of the s-process 
abundance (main part) on the exposure distribution i.e. 
whether the abundance is the result of one exposure (x) or 
a superposition of exposures, also must be known :
p(t) = 0'exp(-T/T0) = (A t^otio/To)exp(-T/To),
Nu,tfi being the total seed abundance and r0 the average
exposure.
I'uble 2. C apture areas o f  l3RBa (energy range 1 -2 0 0  keV ) and 208Pb 
(energy range 1 -400  keV) resonances (com piled from Refs, O berhum m ar 
c•/ a l  163], C o m  et a l  |6 9 | and Beer et a l  f 70]).
/-*„ (kc V) Capture areas o f 11KBa (M eV) Capture areas o f  20gPb (MeV)




66 0 1 2 0
29 19 60 0 1 4 0 - — —
29 81 7 0 1  2 0 — — —
30 80 - 90 0 ± 35 0 - —
31 27 25 0 ± 3 0 — —
40 2<» - 69 0 1 24 0 - —
42 89 33 0 + 4 0 - - - —
43 34 — 26 5 +  0 8 30 5 + 3 2
43 74 32 0 + 4 0 — — —
47 33 — 38 5 + 1 2 3 8 .0 1 4 .3
47 42 9 0 t 3 0 — — —
47 53 64 0 + 6 0 — —
0 30 - 28 0 + 14 0 —• —
6 X 20 66 0 + 8 0 — —
69 01 120 0 1  51 — -
69 29 16 0 + 7 0 - - - —
71 21 — 24 8 1  4 0 70 0 + 30 0
72 52 16 0 + 6 0 —
73 02 62 0 i  8 0 — -- —
77 77 65.0 + 9 0 - ... —
77 85 - 250 0 + 60 0 1076 0 1 4 1  0
87 58 — — 15 2 + 6 0 < 25 0
87 38 
1 15 67 
1 16 73
32 0 + 7 0 
40 0 + 1 1
90 0 1  42 0
—
1 16 78 — — 55 0 + 20 0 276 0 + 30 0
117 12 127 20 —
129 87 83 0 + 34 0 48 0 + *0 0 -
130 25 - 302 0 +  12 0 374 0 + 22.0
\U  13 4 7 0  1 1 1 0 -- - —
151 73 1 5 1 0  + 60 0 — — —
152 52 1 1 0  0 + 20  0 -
153 31 — — 53 2 1 9  0 —
154 87 
169 39
51 0 ♦ 16 0 
137 0 1  22 0 _ __
169 48 -- 147 0 + 6 0 170 0 1 2 6 .0
192 35 6 9 0 + 1 9 0 - - — —
193.69 __ — 277 0 1  10.0 414 0 1 2 9  0
194 27 39.0 ± 32 0 — — —
194 58 56 0 1 3 1 - - -
199.80 3 5 .0 +  16 - — —
350.43 — - 3 1 9 .0 1 3 4  0 —
359 14 — — 253.0 1  44 .0 276 0 1  14.0
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4 ,2,1.2. Pulsed s-process and two neutron sources :
Pulsed neutron flux nucleosynthesis [661 was considered in 
order to overcome the deficiencies in the s-process models 
to explain the source of overproduction at the exposure 
sensitive bottleneck nuclei with magic neutron shell. As the 
overproduction indicates the unreliability of the stellar capture 
rates of these nuclei the model of combined burning of two 
neutron sources [67,68] was incorporated to understand the 
influence of newly determined stellar reaction rates of 
important isotopes on the s-process abundance distribution. 
As the s-process nucleosynthesis beyond v,Fe is controlled 
by the small cross sections at the magic shells 50, 8i  and 
126, the synthesis of the main component can be monitored 
by i3RBa and next double magic 208Pb. The capture ar&s ot 
,38Ba in the energy range 1-200 keV and of 208Pb the 
energy range of 1-400 keV are shown in Table 3 [obtained 
from the measurement performed at GELIN A (Geel Electron 
Linear Accelerator)]. Among the observed 12 resonances at 
£0 (keV) -  43.34, 47.33, 71.21, 77.85, 86.58, IM6.78, 
130.25, 153.31, 169.48, 193.69, 350.43 and 359.14, 
respectively, the first 11 resonances were the previously 
observed and the new one is at 359.14 keV. In fitting the 
values of neutron width calculated from the above, to the 
earlier /?-matrix fit of total and differential elastic scattering 
data of Horen el al [73] a discrepancy arises (because of 
non-availability of transmission data) in the correction for
Table 3. MAC cross section (<r) ot 1 ,KBa and -"“Pb as a function o f  stellar 
tem perature kT
kT cr (m barn) for 1 ,HBa rr (mbarn) o f :<>*Pb
(keV) GRM NA O R !'!.A Com pound Duect Total
Hxpt Bxpt capture capture 175 1 capture
5 13 57±0 47 5 78* 1 19 0 0015 1 0 0001 0 ()56i 0 001 0 058 t 0 011
7 10 43it)  38 — - — -
8 — _ _ 0 0 1 8 * 0  001 0 0 7 0 * 0  014 0 088 + 0014
10 7 9 9 * 0  31 5 2 5 * 0  08 0 0 3 9 i 0 003 0 079+ 0  016 0 1 18 + 0 016
12 7 0 U 0  29 5 12* 1 04 () 0 6 3 * 0  005 0 0 8 6 * 0  017 0 14910 018
15 6 03 -t0  26 4 89* 1 00 0 102*0 009 0 0 9 6 1 0  019 0 198 + 0 021
17 5 .5 6 * 0  25 — () 126 id) 0 12 0 10 2 ± 0  020 0 228 ±0 023
20 5 0 4 * 0  23 4 5 7 * 0  94 0 151*0 017 0 1 1 1 * 0  022 0 .2 6 8 * 0  028
25 4 .4 6 * 0  21 4 2 3 * 0 X 7 0 196 i 0 023 0 124*0 025 0 3 2 0*0  034
30 4 0 7 * 0 ,2 0 3 9 0 * 0  80 0 2 2 1 * 0  027 0 135+0 027 0 356+ 0 0*8
35 3 7 8 * 0  19 3 6 0 * 0  74 0 .2 3 5 * 0  029 0 145*0 029 0 380+ 0 041
40 3 5 5 * 0  18 3 3 3 * 0  68 0 .2 4 1 * 0  029 0 153*0031 () 394 + 0 042
45 ___ — 0 2 4 3 * 0  025 0 1 6 2 * 0  032 0 405+ 0  041
50 3 2 0 * 0  17 2 .9 0 * 0 .5 9 0 241*0 .028 0 169*0 034 0 410+ 0  044
60 2 9 4 * 0  18 2 5 9 * 0  53 0 231 ±0 026 0 180*0 036 0 4 1 1 * 0  044
70 2 7 3 * 0  19 — 0 216 + 0  023 0 180+0 038 0 405*0  044
80 2 5 6 * 0  21 — 0 2 0 1 + 0  021 0 104+0 030 0 3 9 5 * 0  044
90 ___ — 0 186+0 015 0.105 + 0 030 0 3 8 1 * 0  042
100 2 .2 7 * 0  26 — 0 .1 7 1 + 0 0 1 7 0.105 + 0.039 0 366+ 0  043
Com piled from References [63, 70, 75 1
prompt background from resonance scattering. In the 
GEL1NA experiment no new resonances were observed but 
the strength o f  the resonances was found to be much lower 
than that previously reported in the ORELA experiment |74],
It turns out that direct capture is significant and sensitive 
enough to provide the correct total cross section at stellar 
temperature.
To attack this problem the resonant Maxwellian Averaged 
Capture (MAC) cross section (i c. compound capture) is 
required which can be calculated from 'fable 1 using the 
Breit-W igner formalism. But it is expected that the 
nucleosynthesis o f nHBa and ;(>KPb are strongly temperature 
dependent, i e. a significant change is expected in the s- 
process nucleosynthesis o f  these two isotopes. Recent MAC 
cross sections o f  M8Ba and ;o8Pb are presented in fable 3. 
It is found from fable 3 that the obtained total MAC' cross 
section (/.e. the sum o f the resonant pan determined from 
experiment and the non-resonant part from theory) 0 356 ± 
0.038 mbarn is in excellent agreement with the value (/ e. 
0.36 i  0.03) obtained from the activation experiment |76 |
4 2 13 s-process abundance distribution and model 
calculation
The Double Pulse (DP) model (the pulse combines burning 
o f two neutron sources) gives more consistent result than the 
Single Pulse (SP) s-process The natural consequence o f this 
double pulse model is the He shell burning w here two 
powerful neutron generating reactions, namely MC(u,n) and 
22Ne(fx,n), exist. Figures 15a, b show the recent results o f  the
7j qrj mi Vii' i7)-
Mqss N um ber A
l-igure 15(a) Mam s-process calculation Single Pulsed model as obtained 
by Beer et at |7 0 | considering the s- only isotope adjustment and MAC 
cross section limes s-abundance vs mass number for only one temperature 
A / -  27.1 keV (b)M am s-process calculation considering the double pulse 
model with s-proccss temperature at kT -  12 and 28 keV (obtained from 
Beer et al (70])
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main component of s-process. It is seen from the above s- 
process abundance distribution that the capture cross sections 
of the odd A isotopes are larger than the capture cross 
sections of the even A isotopes. The abundances of the 
bottleneck isotopes 88Sr, ,20Sn, n8Ba and 208Pb reach peak 
values at the magic shells 50, 82 and 126 showing a 
dependence on the average neutron exposure. It is also seen 
that at magic neutron shell 50 the s-process is more siphoned 
than that at the magic shells 82 and 126. In the Kr-Sr region 
and Pb-Bi region this Single Pulsed (SP) and Double Pulsed 
(DP) models show their own significant role towards the 
termination of s-process nucleosynthesis. For example, using 
the DP model the abundance pattern in the Kr Sr branching, 
originated from the 85Kr branching, can be well described
T a b le  4. Param eterized s-process model
A strophysical Values References
param eters B urning o f  one 
neutron source (SP)
Burning o f  two 
neutron source (DP)
M ain Strong Mam Strong
Fraction of solar 
seed 1s.,d 4 7 2 * 1 0  '* 1 0 6 6 x 1 0 <’ 5 5 4 3 x 1 0  4 1 01 7x 10 11 17 0 1
Average exposure 
Ti, (m banr1) () 2 9 6 8 0 0  0 0 3 4 0 |7 0 ]
Exposure per pulse 
A r  (mbam ') 0  0 1 5 9 __ 0  0 1 9 8 __ 1 7 0 |
Neutron density 
/»,, tem ’) 3 2 x 1 0 * _ 5 0 * 10s _ _ 1 7 0 1
Mass density (4  1 + 0  6 )10* — [ 8 0 .8 4 |
A tp cm *) (0  5 1 3  5 )1 0 " i__ — - - 1 8 2 .8 4 ]
Temperature (K) 3 1 4 * 1 0 * — 3 2 5 x 1 0 * — [7 0 ,8 4 )
O verlap  factor 0  9 4 8
(3  5 ± 0  4 ) 1 0 K 
(1 7 + 0  *)]()* 
0  50
—
[ 8 1 ,8 4 | 
|8 3 ,8 4 ]  
1 7 0 1
isotopic abundances 
N(Si - 10'')
"'•Sr 1 9 9 1 0  001 1 9 4 5 0  001 [7 0 ]
w*Kt ‘ 6  5 5 0 0  0 0 9 5 100 0  0 0 8
R7Sr 1 4 7 0 0  001 1 .2 4 6 0  001
K7Rb 1 4 1 8 0  0 0 2 0  4 8 3 0  001
""Sr 18 5 1 9 0  0 2 3 17 8 5 3 0  0 1 3
1 ,6Sn 0  4 2 8 0  0 01 0  4 4 2 0  0 0 0 1
,3AB a 0  4 1 7 0  0 0 2 0  3 8 2 0  001
n *Ba 3 4 2 4 0 .0 3 0 3 2 3 3 0  0 1 5
140Cc 0  9 2 4 0 O il 0  9 7 7 0  0 0 6
M2Nd 0  183 0  0 0 2 0  166 0  001
0  0 3 5 0  0 0 0 7 0  0 3 2 0  0 0 0 3
2<Mpb 0  0 5 8 0  0 01 0  0 5 8 0  001
2‘*Pb 0  3 0 6 0  0 2 7 0  3 4 7 0  0 1 0
207Pb 0  3 4 5 0  0 4 2 0  4 1 3 0  0 2 0
20KP b 0 .8 3 4 0 .8 1 6 0  6 3 3 1 0 4 2
2,” B. 0  041 0  0 7 6 0  0 0 4 0  0 0 8
by the neutron density associated with the first pulse. The 
abundances of Pb~Bi branching are strongly influenced by 
the 208Pb bottleneck and MAC cross section and using SP 
model a large deviation is observed among the s- only 
isotopes of the solar abundances and of l36Ba. The 
overabundance of ,36Ba creates a new problem in the s- 
process calculation indicating a sensitive dependence of the 
s-process on the stellar parameters of the model [77,78] 
and secondly, the existence of succeeding isotopic chains 
of unstable nuclei in the 85Kr branching [79] Le. 84~86Kr, 
86 88Rk ancj 86 88£r /\s tfoe s-process branchings are 
characterized by a set of two or three succeeding isotopic 
chains having both unstable and stable nuclei, the theoretically 
calculated values of neutron capture of unstable branching 
isotopes are very much essential for s-process analysis. In 
fable 4 we have modelled the s-process synthesis using the 
various available s-process parameters.
Depending upon the physical conditions at the stellar 
sites, nearly 15 to 20 significant branchings occur along the 
s-process path [84]. The analysis of different branchings, 
which are not temperature dependent, can be used for 
calculating neutron density while s-process temperatures can 
be estimated from other branchings. But the physics of s- 
process can be well understood only from the stellar models. 
As the models are still plagued by a number of open 
questions, more investigations, both theoretically and 
experimentally (lc laboratory studies) only can help us to 
have full understanding of the s-process nucleosynthesis.
4.2.2 Recent v-proccss
During our earlier discussion we mentioned various scenarios 
for the course of r-process but the details of the mechanism 
for the creation of conditions for the r-process are still 
unclear. Even the details of element formation in the r- 
process are not yet fully known. Recent solar system 
elemental abundance fractions attributed to the r-process are 
shown in Figure 16. All the stable neutron capture elements 
in the range 31 < /  < 83 alongwith the important unstable
5 0  6 0  70 80 90
Atomic Number
F ig u re  16. t raction o f  neutron capture solar system  elem ent abundances 
attributed to the r-proeess as a function o f  atom ic num ber as obtained by 
Sncden ct ul |85 ) and Cow an and Burris [86] by considering  r- and s- 
process solar system  isotopic tractions (K appcler et at [171) w ith solar 
system elem ental abundances (A nders and G revesse [13], Grevessc et at 
(131) This Figure is from R ef [8 4 1
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element Th (z = 90), produced in the r-process, are also seen. 
Theoretically, 24 r-process elements have been identified but 
only a few of them are observable in stars. On the otherhand, 
several r-process elements such as As, Br, Te, 1, Xe, Cs, Re 
have not yet been detected in the solar spectrum whereas 
several other r-process elements such as Ag, Lu, Os, lr, Pt, 
etc are so crowded in the UV spectral region (A < 3500 A)  
that it is very difficult to detect them.
The main problem is still with the solar tin abundance 
(see Figures 17a,b) in which an inconsistency appears 
between the solar tin abundance obtained from meteorites
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F igure  17. i-proccss residuals (N o -N ) ol the 1)1* s-process model 
Note that the abundances on the iron slope arc not coi reeled lor the 
weak s-process com ponent (lo r A * 85 the correction is sign ifican t) and 
the abundances o f  2,M’ 30KPb and i0*Bi arc not corrected lor the strong s- 
process com ponent, the latter r-abundances are the s u p  o f  all transbism uth 
t-abundanccs I he n u c le i200 20*Pb contain in addition abundance from the 
2U238IJ and 2,2Th decay The r-process residuals with a lenorm ah/ed  solar 
tin abundance are show n as well (a) KT  -  27 keV and (b) tem peratures 
A T -  12 and 28 keV (Figure is from R ef 170 |)
and from the s-process calculations through neutron capture 
measurement of the s- only ,l6Sn isotopes and its associate 
isotopes [84-86]. This inconsistency also indicates a lower 
value, obtained from the meteorites, by 23% in order to fit 
the s- only isotope 1 K,Sn value in the ctN curve while the r- 
process isotopic abundances of 1,5 ,,8J20Sn are well in 
agreement with the r-abundancc distribution. Recent analysis 
(Figures 17a,b) of tin isotopes with a renormalized solar tin
indicates a possible reduction of 21% and 17% in the SP and 
DP models, respectively [70].
4 2.2 I. High Entropy Bubble -  a new site of r-process
In the above we saw that the r-process site is not clearly 
identified satisfying the basic requirements for the r-process 
i.e. neutron number densities n„ > 102() cm \  temperature 
around I0g K lasting for of the order of 1 second and the 
abundance ratio of neutrons over seed nucleus of 1 v. )'„/}'scclt 
 ^ 180 [63]. In particular, the r-process requires a sufficient 
supply of neutrons (i.e. 180 per seed nucleus to start with 
at A - 60) to synthesize the heaviest element at A * 240. The 
duration of r-process is very short (-seconds) and large 
neutron flux requirement within a short time scale suggests 
an astrophysical explosive origin of the r-process. Recently 
it has been suggested that the most favourable site for such 
an environment is the "High Entropy Bubble” of exploding 
type 11 supernovae 187-891.
At the end of Si burning, the iron core of a typical 
massive star will collapse when it exceeds the Chandrasekhar 
mass limit. But degeneracy formation in the nucleon gas 
helps the core to become stable again at nuclear density. The 
core will bounce back creating a shock wave which will run 
through the outer layers of the collapsed star. Due to this the 
shock heated material of the core becomes to much heated 
( 4 7 MeV per nucleon) that photo-disintegration takes 
place among the iron nuclei produced earlier. This process 
will eventually halt the shock front and a "hot bubble” 
formation is suggested [90) which expands off the 
protoneutron star during a core collapse supernova. The 
formation of neutron star takes place with a release of 
gravitational binding energy in the form of neutrinos. 
Although these neutrinos are weakly interacting with matter, 
the deposition of considerable amount of neutrinos via 
neutrino captures on neutrons and protons may reheat the 
outer layer that accelerates the shock waves which ultimately 
help to explode the star. This heating and expansion thus 
creates a zone with low density and high temperature behind 
the shock front, the so called "High Entropy Bubble”.
4  2 .2 .2  N u c le o s y n th e s i s  m  th e  h ig h  e n tr o p y ’ b u b b le  :
Due to high temperature the photo-disintegration process 
will become active and destroy the nuclei upto iron previously 
produced. At a temperature of about 1010 K the nuclei will 
be dismantled into their consitucnts, i.e . protons and neutrons. 
Because of expansion and cooling of this nucleon soup, 
almost all the protons would be locked into a particles and 
then a-processes will take place to bum alpha particles into 
the seed nuclei with A close to 100 [91]. In other words, 
during subsequent cooling of the nuclear soup the 
recombination takes place first to a particles through the 
reaction 3a ,2C; then by r-process through the capture 
of excess neutrpns on these seed nuclei : a + a  + n -^  9Be, 
followed by °Be(a,n),2C and then to heavier nuclei. As a
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result, a quite different r-process abundance distribution will 
be produced in the or-rich freeze-out depending upon the 
exact temperature, densities and the neutron excess w.r.t. the 
nuclear statistical equilibrium found in the late evolution 
phases of massive stars [91,92]. As the ternperature and 
density drop quickly in the adiabatically expanding high 
entropy bubble the recombination of alpha particles into 
heavy nuclei leaves a high }',/>'scc<j and sufficient neutrons 
for an r-process. However, various anomalies still remain in 
this adhoc r-process such as (a) overabundance of two 
heaviest stable isotopes n4 noXe and higher mixing ratio 
[93J, (b) thorium loss (215Th) [94]; (c) non-essentiality of 
“high entropy” scenario for successful production of A 195 
r-process peak [95]; (d) the dependence of the nucleosynthesis 
process on the expansion and cooling rate as well as on the 
rates of alpha particle and neutron recombination processes;
(e) exact role of the reaction 4He(otn,y )()Be for initiating the 
a-process [96|, etc.
This r-process nucleosynthesis can be affected by neutrino 
reactions with neutron rich heavy nuclei during the r-process 
and later on. A quantitative consideration of the competition 
between [A-decay and charged current neutrino reactions in 
the context of hot entropy bubble dynamics is essential for 
understanding the realistic role of neutrinos in the r-process.
4.3 Helium burning :
In the helium burning phase, the heavier nuclei produced 
through neutron capture s-proccss, arc usually divided into 
two categories, namely, a weak component (for 60 < A s  90) 
and the main component (90 < A < 205). According to 
Prantzos et a! [97] the s-process occurs efficiently in massive 
stars during core helium burning and produces the weak 
component of the s-process elements. Figure 18 shows the 
growth of the convective core of mass 8 A/() (initial stellar 
mass ~ 25 M0) where s-process nucleosynthesis occurs 











F ig u re  18. Growth and reduction o f  the convective core lor 8 A/q  where 
the s-process nucleosynthesis occurs Convective burning layers arc shown 
lor helium core burning, helium  shell burning, carbon core burning and 
carbon shell burning (This f ig u re  is from Ref f !0 0 |)
F igu re  19. (a) Temperature- and (b) Radius-wise evolution ol several 
layers o f  20 A/q  star, during the advanced evolutionary phases ol 
He. C and Ne burning as per Aubcrt et al 1110) Tim e is measured 
backward from the last point (central Ne exhaustion) Layers are separated 
by 1 A/q Vertical dotted lines indicate ignition o f  carbon and neon in the 
centre (c) Chemical profiles o f  the inner 8 A/q  o f  the 20 A/o star at central 
I le-exhaustion The species are with m ass fraction X > 10 1 (from 
R e f 1110])
ends at stage 150 (i.e. the interval is 7.67 x 105 yr). From 
this figure it is also seen that when the size of the convective 
core reaches a  maximum of 5.66 AT0 it suddenly d is a p p e a rs  
due to helium exhaustion. Table 5 represents the maximum 
size of convective cores for different massive stars while 
Figure 19 shows the neutron densities at the centre of 
different helium cores which is a function of helium m ass 
fraction. It is clearly seen that the efficiency of the neutron 
capture is different for different massive stars.
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I able 5. Initial stellar m ass, m ass o f  He core, m axim um  size of convective 
core m 111858 fr8cl|on o f  8n<1 ,or two ta c t io n  rales (a) Cl-HZ 
85 [981 ^  &) Cf* 88 [99] (H aslum olo [100])
U„/A/o MJMo MJM0 X X C (« .y),f'()
!2C “■()
9 0 2.5 0 96 0.289 0 692 (a)
0.525 0 456 (b)
110 2 8 1 22 0 288 0 693 (a)
120 3 0 1 37 0 292 0 689 (a)
1 38 0 452 0 529 (b)
12 5 3 2 1 55 0 288 0 689 (a)
13 0 3 3 1 62 0 245 0 735 (a)
1 56 0 459 0 521 lb)
4 0 2 02 0 236 0 744 (a)
1 98 0 488 0 492 (h)
18 0 5 0 2 86 0.225 0 755 (a)
2 82 0 468 0 512 (b)
?()0 6 0 3 76 0 2 1 7 0 763 la)
0.449 0 530 (b)
25 0 8 0 5 66 0 186 0 795 (a)
0 422 0 555 (b)
WO 10 0 7 49 0 167 0 807 (a)
7 50 0 403 0,572 <b)
40 0 16 0 13 53 0 0838 0 849 (a)
0 TS7 0 611 (b)
70 0 32 0 28 88 0 0599 0 8 1 8 (a)
28 28 0 294 0 656 (b)
At the initial stage of helium burning phase, the reaction 
cross section of l2C(p,y)nN reaction has a great importance 
in understanding the exact role ol nC (produced from ’~C 
through the reaction 12C(p,y)nN) as neutron producer. Not 
only that, capture of the excited ,2C core is also another area 
which needs further investigation. It has been previously 
mentioned that the analysis of the behaviour of ’2C(p,y)nN 
reaction in the excitation range 40-54 MeV indicates no 
resonant decay of ,3N either at ground state or at excited 
states except in the excited states with energies 6.36, 7.38 
and 9.00 MeV. For these states the excited l2C core is 
coupled with a sihgle proton through two step reaction 
mechanisms having observable capture cross section of the 
order of 1.5-2.0 pb.
During this core helium burning in massive stars, the 
l2C(a,y)lbO reaction competes with the triple alpha reaction 
and ratio of these two reaction rates finally determines the 
amount of ,2C\ ,60  and the ratio of ,2C/,60  as well as the 
abundances of the elements produced in the later evolution 
of massive star after helium burning. But problem arises in 
determining the experimental exact value of the reaction 
cross section of the reaction ,2C (a,y),60  near the 
asirophysically important energy E -  300 KeV. Theoretical 
extrapolation of the cross section' of this reaction needs the 
measurements at higher energies which produces insensitive
data source, the radiative alpha capture cross section of ,2C 
into the ground state of ,(‘0  is mostly the result of resonance.
Recent studies 1101,102] of the l?C(a,y)lbO reaction rate 
using the R- and A-matrix parameterizations indicate that 
above the a-threshold ot “’(3 the required extrapolation of 
the cross section to 300 keV is complicated due to interference 
of the components of both / 1 and / ~ 2 partial waves in
the cross section. It offers an indication of total cross section 
factor which is 62 keV bams 1 £(300) r 270 keV barns This 
also gives the best estimate for the cascade transitions which 
is 16 keV barns bringing S, * (300) to the recommended cross 
section of 146 keV bams. The latest result of stellar reaction 
rate for l2C(a,y)u,(), normalized to the reaction rate of CF88 
; [991. is shown in Figure 20a. The temperature dependence 
’ of this reaction rate is steeper in nature with reference to 
\ CF88 The reaction rate |for £(300) - 100 keV bam (CT88)
•
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f igu re  20(a) The ratio ol ntimcncallx integrated stellar reaction rate tor 
i:C(u,y )u,0  ("integrated") and that ol CT88 lot cross section factors 
S(300) ot 62, 14b and 270 keV barns, respectively lor temperature /..
0 03 2 0 as obtained b> Huchmann | 1 0 2 | (b )llic  d itlcience between the 
numerically integrated reaction rate O iu m ' ) ol and the
analytic expression (“ana* ) similar to those in ( l’88 [99] normalized to 
the numerically integrated rate lor the recommended rate ot S(300) - 14b 
keV bains (from R ef 102)
is larger than the one in CF88 for temperature 7’8 > 1.8 
whereas for a lower temperature TH 1.8 it is smaller. I he 
computational analysis of the reaction rate by numerical 
integration (obtained by folding nuclear cross section with 
Maxwcll-Boltzmann distribution [103]) and analytic 
integration of this reaction gives the picture of relative 
deviation (sec Figure 20b) in the temperature range T<} 0.3 -
2.0 for the recommended value £(300) = 146 keV barns. It 
is seen from this figure :
(i) an oscillatory behaviour exists between the two 
rates;
(ii) at extremes, a maximum deviation of 0.09% is 
observed which is around 0.02% for most 
temperatures;
(iii) at the limits £(300) 62 keV barns (lower limit),
and £(300) 270 keV bams (upper limit) the
deviations between numerical and analytic 
expressions are somewhat larger -1.2% in the £(300) 
-  62 keV barns at Tq - 0.04 [I02|;
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(iv) larger deviations are found for higher and lower 
temperatures;
(v) uncertainties in the stellar reaction rate of ,2C(a,y)K'0  
are larger at higher temperatures upto Tt}= 1.5 than 
at r 9 -  0.2.
This means that the value of the absolute cross section factor 
5(300) and the detailed composition by partial waves of the 
l2C(a,y)l60  reaction cross section are very crucial. In this 
case, Buchmann (102] has revised the analytical expression 
of reaction rate in the temperature range 7() 0.03-2.0.
As it is believed that core helium burning of massive stars 
occurs between 7^   ^ 0.15 and 3.0 this author suggests that 
the revised analytic expression for the stellar reaction rate 
of l2C(a,y),60  has to be calculated in the temperature range 
(0.01-0.5) < T9 S  (2.0-2.5) with an elaborate change 
covering the temperature given in the parenthesis.
The ,2C and ll'(J are essentially transformed to “ N in the 
helium core burning with an increase in central mass fraction 
while ,3C decreases to its equilibrium value, ,80  and l9F are 
depleted because after the He core contraction the temperature 
rises to -7*8 K at which the reactions nC(a,n)u,0  and 
l4N(a,y),8F(P '),H0  become active. A short burst of 1010 
neutrons cm"1 yield from nC(a,n),0O while almost all the 
,4N turn into ,80  through the reaction ,4N(a,y),8F(p '),80  
Later 3a reaction becomes active which accelerates the 
depletion of ,sO by the reaction ,80(a,y)22Ne that ultimately 
increases the abundance of 22Ne. Of course, a  transfer 
experiment 1103] indicates that the contribution of low 
energy resonances of ,8()(u,y)22Ne and 27Ne(a,n)2^ Mg and 
the absolute uncertainties in the a-spectroscopic factors are 
to be considered. The neutron capture reaction l80(n,y),90  
in this helium core burning has an important role because 
its higher energy resonances at EH 371, 625 cind 746 keV
Table 6 . C haracteristics o f  the observed resonances in ,K()(u .y) and 














152 4 109 3 /2 4 — (2 8 ± 0 8) x 10 ’
218 9 850 2 ' 7 1 x 1 0  '2
1 5 8 x 10 " -
371 4 328 3/2. 5/2 0 75
470 10.080 O’ 0 55 -
1 ' 0 23
566 10.130 4 + 7 9 x 10 1
2 4 1 95
3 0 15 —
625 4 582 3/2 3 8 ± 0 8
662 10 .2 10 1 230 ± 25 —
746 4 703 5/2* 1.65 + 0 3
seem to correspond to neutron unbound states in ,90  observed 
in transfer reaction experiment [104]. The analysis of the 
observed resonance features of I80(a,y) and 1gO(n,y) reactions 
(see Table 6) indicates that in the temperature range 
(0.1-0.3) x 109 K of stellar He burning the reaction rate of 
,xO(a,y) is dominated by the resonance at 470 keV whereas 
for l80(n,y) reaction the resonance at EH = 371 keV is in good 
agreement. However, the ,80(n,y) is a fairly weak reaction 
and the s-process neutron flux at the stellar He burning 
condition is so low that sufficient reduction of ,80  via 
neutron capture is not possible [104,105].
The abundances of ,60 , 22Ne are greatly modified during 
central He burning (a,y) reactions and the abundance of 2?Ne 
begins to reduce towards the He exhaustion when the 
reaction 22Ne(a,y)25Mg becomes active at temperature TH
2.5 with a huge generation of neutrons. During late He 
burning phase, both 2*Mg and 26Mg increase by a factor of 
50-100 or more through the reactions 22Ne(a,n) 
25Mg(n,y)26Mg and 22Ne(a,y)26Mg. But the abundance of 
25Mg is reduced by the proton capture reaction 25Mg(p,y)2f,Al 
1106]. The competition between the reactions 25Mg(n,y)26Mg 
and 25Mg(p,y)25Al will affect not only the amount of excess 
neutrons but also the abundance of 2oMg and 26Al. In Table 
7 we have compiled the tcntative/recommended stellar 
reaction rate of 22N e(a,n)25Mg, 25Mg(p,y)2t>Al, and 
2:Ne(ot,y)2r’Mg reactions available in literature. In the 
temperature range 7’„ < 0.3 the i2Ne(a,n)25Mg reaction rate 
has a substantial enhancement due to the effect of a possibly 
strong 633 keV resonance with a clear uncertainty in the 
existence of 633 keV. In case of the 22Ne(a,y)26Mg reaction 
rate, the possible resonance of 633 keV may affect the 
reaction rate only slightly in the temperature range 7\, 
0.22-0.26 whereas in temperature range 7'() < 0.22 and 
7\, < 0.30 the dominant role comes from the resonances at 
400 keV and 828 keV, respectively [711. The three resonances, 
namely, 260 keV, 96 keV and 198 keV have important 
role in determining the lower and upper limits of the total 
reaction rates of 25Mg(p,y) reaction. For a temperature 
T<} - 0.02-0.15, both 60 keV and 96 keV resonances 
dominate the reaction rate while the observed resonances 
with Eh > 198 keV are effective for determining the stellar 
reaction rate for 71, > 0.15 (104]. This present reaction rates 
deviate by a factor of 2 from the earlier results [108].
The recent results of network calculations for Mg Al 
cycle are shown in Figure 21. The main effect of this cycle 
is the production of 2oAI though 25Mg(p,y) reaction at low 
temperatures and it terminates at 2627A1, indicating as an 
individual reaction having the value of 26A1/27A1 ratio as 
high as -(0 .38-0.95). The neutron densities at the center of 
each helium core and the relative neutron absorbers as a 
function of 4He mass fraction are shown in Figures 22a,b, 
respectively.
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4 .4 . Carbon burning :
Towards the end of helium exhaustion the C-O core is 
composed of mainly ,60 , l2C, 2<*Mg, ” Ne. -°Ne and ?,Mg 
The subsequent contraction of the C-O core causes rise of
Figure 21. T im e evolution o f  m ass traction tor /., - ( ) p 6 (H) 
g cm  3 for Mg~AI reactions as obtained by G M Hale |l ( ) l) |
Figure 22. (a) The neutron densities at the center lor each helium  core 
as a  function o f  4Hc m ass fraction (b) Relative contributions ol various 
neutron absorbers as a function o f  4Hc mass function lor helium core A/t, 
*  16 MCy (from  Ref. 110 ()|)
temperature and ultimately initiates the central C-buming 
The hydrostatic carbon burning in the temperature range 0.8 
< 7«, s  1.2 gives three main products 2oNe, MNa and "'Mg 
through the reactions l2C (,:C,(x)-°Ne, pC (1?C\p): 'Na and 
1 V ( l?C,n)21Mg, respectively. At lowei temperatures the 
neutron producing reaction l2C (l2C,n) is the weakest among 
these three (84). The freed cx, protons and neutrons can again 
interact with the nuclei present including ('N O  nuclei 
produced earlier. As a result, partial transformation takes 
place which ultimately gives a range o f nuclei such as 
30 - ’Ne, 2;Na, 21 2('Mg. 2(,-27AI, 2K 40Si, "P, cu But the mam 
transformed product is 24Mg produced through the reaction 
20Ne((x,y)24Mg and r'Na(p,y): iMg
When C is depleted in the centre, an O -N e  core with 
relatively homogeneous chemical composition is formed 
This core has a very small amount o f  neutrons because o f  
the lack o f  strong neutron sources. In this phase the important 
neutron source, 2"Ne((x,n) reaction is less effective because 
o f  non-availability o f  sufficient a-particles. On the other 
hand, the chain reaction >0N e(n,y)MNe(fx,n)2SMg turns into a 
self-limited neutron source because o f  neutron capture by 
’°Ne and 2SMg.
The He shell burning during this phase, nominates I2C 
and ,(>0  at the bottom o f  the shell The partial He burning 
in the He shell may produce the important nuclei *T through 
the reactions ,K0 (p ,y ) l<;N (a ,y )l‘>r in which the required 
protons and neutrons are supplied by MN (n ,p)l4C and 
pC (u ,n ),(’0  reactions, respectively Thus for production o f  
,9F the condition o f  co-existence o f  n( \  UN and ,8() is 
necessary in the early He-burning [ I N I  Recently, Aubert 
et a! [ 110] found in an investigation that |9F is produced 
through the chain reaction l4N (n,y),sN (a ,y ),9F even before 
the production o f  ,K() at low temperature condition Although 
the l4N (n,y)p N reaction is much slower than the 1 lN (n,p)MC, 
the production o f  V)¥ by the abundant MN through leakage 
in this He shell burning gives rise to another interesting 
problem.
4  5  N e o n  b u r n in g
At the end o f  carbon burning the core nuclei are mainly l#'0 , 
20Ne and 2,Mg. Since the temperature at this stage is high 
enough (i.c. 7„ 1.2 ). photo-disintegration takes place in
2()N e via the reaction 20N e(y ,a ),('O before the oxygen burning 
and produces large amount o f  a-particles Part ol these freed 
alpha particles are captured by ,(>0  through the inverse 
reaction l60 ( a ,y ) ' (,N c and part by the reaction chain 
2oN e(a ,y )24Mg((x,y)28Si, 24M g(a,y)27Al. The com petitive 
reactions 24M g (a ,y )28Si, r;AI ultim ately enhances the 
abundances o f  24Mg, 27A1 and to a smaller extent o f  28Si at 
the central N e exhaustion. The other dominating nuclei at the 
end o f  this central Ne burning are 24Mg, ’2S, 25 2<’Mg, 2‘noSi 
and 11P.
The interesting feature in the convective C-burning shell 
in this phase is the existence o f  the large area of expanding
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Table 7. Stellar reaction rate for 22Ne(a,n)2,Mg, 25Mg(p,y)20AI, 22Ne(a,y)2ftMg
Temperature 22Ne(cx,n)25Mg 2,Mg(p,y)26AI 22Ne(a,y)2<,Mg
n  Tentative/ Upper limit I,ower limit Tentative/ Upper limit Lower limit Tentative/ Upper limit Lower limit 
Recommended Recommended Recommended
value value ____ value___________
0.01 — — 3 47 X 10-14 7.74 X 10 31 4 19 x 10 34 —
0.02 — — 3.79 X 10 2,1 4 47 x 10 10 4 42 v 10 20 .... —
0 03 — 1.39 X 10 15 1 61 x 10 13 1 61 x 10 15 —
0.04 — 2 39 X I0 “n 2 75 x 10 11 2 75 x 10 13 —
0.05 5 27 X 1 0 " 6 17 x 1 0 " 6 17 x io -12 —
0.06 5.02 X 10 «' LOO X | 0 « 3 61 X 10 57 4 78 X 10 " 5 83 x 10 11 5 83 v 10 M 8 61 X 10 36 1.00 X 10 34 8.72 X 10 37
0 07 2 76 X 10 1,1 3 54 x 10-"' 3 53 x 10 10 — — —
0.08 5 61 X 10 35 1 12 X I 0 “ 1 23 X 10 42 1 16 X 10"' 1 55 x 10" 1 59 x 10 9 7 35 X , 0 -2*> 8 55 X 10 2M 7 45 X 10 30
0 09 — 3 81 X 10^ 5 19 x 10" 5 15 x 10 9 —
0 10 221 X 10 “ 4 42 X 1 0 2K 5.99 X I 0 34 1.05 X 10 K 1 44 x 10 * 1 42 x 10 " 9 83 X ,0 23 1.14 X I0 -21 9.95 X 10 26
0.12 5 24 X 10 14 1 05 > 10 21 3 53 X 10 2X —• — 5 27 X 10 2. 621 X 10 21 5 33 x IO'23
0 14 6 75 X 10 21 1 35 X 10 20 4 50 X 10 24 — — 4 57 X 10 2n 5.26 X 10 19 4.58 x 10 21
0.15 — —- 5 94 X 10 '• 551 x 10 6 5 49 x I0"‘* —
0.16 1 42 X 1 0 '* 2.83 X 10 •* 5.25 X I0 21 — __ 1.35 X 10 ,H 1.46 X 10"17 1 27 X 10* 19
0.18 8.97 X I0 - '7 1 78 X I 0 U* 1 25 X 10 «" — — 2 30 X 10 17 1,99 X 10 "• 1 86 X 10‘ ,M
0.20 2 49 X 10 '' 4 89 X 10 15 9 80 X 10 17 1 23 X 10 3 1 11 X 10 3 M i x I0 *3 3 25 X 10 10 1 77 X 10 15 3.14 X 10
0.25 1.14 X 1 0 " 2 05 X 10 12 2.40 X 10 13 — - l 22 X 10 n 2.80 X 10 13 4 74 X 10 14
0 30 9.09 X 10 11 1.44 X 10 10 4 14 X 10 " 2 51 X 10 1 2 44 x 10 1 2 44 x 10 ' 1 22 X 10 " 1 63 X 1 0 " 8.06 X 10 17
0.35 2.58 X 10"' 3 67 X 10"* 1 60 X 10 9 - - 3 93 X 1 0 '° 4 74 X 1 0 '° 3 08 X 10
0 40 3 47 X 10" 4 65 X 10 » 2 43 X 10 " 3 32 3.67 * 67 5 53 X 10^ 6 42 X 10’ 9 4 80 X 10 9
0 50 I 53 X 10 '■ 1 92 X 10 6 1 15 X 10 “ 1 75 X 10* 1.93 x 10' 1 93 x 10' 2 22 X 10 7 2 51 X 10~7 1 92 x 10 7
0.60 2 57 X 10 ’ 321 X 10 5 1 93 X 10 5 5 43 X 10' 5 98 x 10' 5 98 x 10* 2 52 X 10 6 2 83 X 10 6 221 x 10
0.70 - — — 1 24 y I02 1 36 x 102 1 36 x 102 — “ —
0.80 2.59 X 10 7 3.34 X 10 1 1 89 X 10 3 2 32 X I0 2 2 55 x 102 2 55 x I02 5 16 X 10 5 5 75 X 10 5 4 56 X 10 4
0 90 — 3.81 X 10’ 4 18 x 102 4 18 a I0 2 —
1.00 7 11 X 10 2 9 25 X 10-2 5 27 X 10 2 5 71 X 102 6 24 x 10-’ 6 24 x I02 3 64 X 10 4 4 03 X 10 4 3.22 x IO 4
Compiled from References [71, 104, 107]
shell which will be affected by the subsequent presupemova 
and explosive nucleosynthesis. To what extent the 26A1 
nuclei will be affected is not yet clear.
4.6. Oxygen burning :
Towards the end of Ne burning the core temperature T9 ~
2.0 favours the oxygen burning which releases a-particles, 
protons and neutrons during this burning period via the 
reaction :
,bO + ,60  28Si + a,
3,P + p,
- * 3,S + n,
30Si 4- 2p.
These a-particles, protons and neutrons then interact with 
the nuclei present in the core and give a large spread of nuclei 
such as 28Si, 32~34S i,35>37C1, * 3lAr, 39>4,K, 40’42Ca, *Ti, 50Cr, 
etc and an increase in neutron excess from 2 x 10“3 to
- 6  x 10~3 during the core oxygen burning [112]. Here the 
main problem is disagreement of these large atomic number 
nuclei with observation, i.e. all the above mentioned large 
spread of nuclei produced in the core oxygen burning, are 
not detected in observation. One of the reasons is that the 
product nuclei of core oxygen burning are very rarely ejected 
in the interstellar medium (ISM).
4.7. Silicon burning :
In the silicon burning phase, the core silicon burning begins 
at about a temperature r 9 = 2.7 through photo-disintegration 
of the nuclei produced in the previous burning processes. 
As the binding energies for protons, neutrons and alpha 
particles in 32S are lower than that in 28Si, the nuclei 32S will 
be the first to photo-disintegrate via the (y-p) and (y-n) 
processes :
32S + y 3ip + p _ g 864 MeV,
3,P + y -+ 30Si + p -  7.287 MeV,
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* ° S i  +  Y  - *  29S i +• n ,
29S i +  y  - *  28S i +  n .
The neutron excess per nucleon and temperature, both 
increases with time as the reaction process advances and 
finally the build up nuclei of the core reach the iron peak, 
the most abundant nuclei of which are likely to be 54Fe, ^Fe 
and 5*Ni. During core silicon burning, helium, carbon and 
oxygen shell burnings also take place while neutronization 
of the core proceeds significantly.
4 .8 . Presupernova yields :
Table 8 shows the presupernovae yields for various heliuin 
star masses Ma = 3.3, 4, 5, 6 , 8 , 16 and 32 M0  (the 
corresponding main sequence masses Mms = 13, 15, 18, 2 0 , 
25, 40 and 70 M0 , respectively). Recent analysis [113] ^f 
the isotopic abundances, obtained through averaging ov^r 
the mass range 10-50 M0  with an initial mass function 
<x iV/ 1 35 relative to their solar values, indicates that for 
A <21 the relative abundances of massive stars are in gocid 
agreement with the solar values. For 25 M0the yields of Ne, 
Na and A1 show an over production compared to the solar 
ratio. It seems that this is due to the ,2C(a,y)l60  reaction rate 
which is higher than that of the CF88 values. Experimentally 
measured values of reaction rate of ,2C(a,y),0O, which lies 
in between the rates of CF88 and CFHZ85, suggest the 
dependence of isotopic ratio on the reaction rate of 12C(a,y). 
Not only that, convective overshooting and requirement of 
fresh He in the core for late stage high temperature core 
helium burning are also important factors to be considered. 
Some species underproduced relative to their solar values 
such as 35CI, 39K, 44Ca, 48Ti and 59Co show an enhancement 
by a factor o f - 2  for 35CI, 39K and ^Ca as well as appreciable 
enhancement for 48Ti and 59Co in contrast to the solar seed 
abundances when the s-process weak component nuclei 
50 < A < 100 are under consideration during core helium 
burning. This means much attention is required towards the 
l2C(a,y) 160  reaction rate.
4.9 Supernova phase
In the above, we see that a large number of species are 
produced during the helium core mass evolution from 
helium burning to Fe core formation. It is also believed that
(i) among these nuclear species ,RF, produced through 
reaction t4N(a,y),8F is quickly transformed into ,rO 
via p " decay / e. produced by (p,y) reaction,
(ii) 23Mg, 27Si, 29P, 3334C1 are quickly transformed to 
their decay product,
(iii) M,35P are transformed into 31S and 35P via the 
reaction (p,n).
However, prior to collapse, the core of the massive star 
largely consists of MFe and other neutron rich isotopes which 
are the ashes of silicon burning. Further collapse of the core 
of the massive star gives birth of a neutron star with the 
release of a huge flux of neutrinos. In this stage, the cross 
sections for collision are small, yet there are many neutrinos 
which excite the heavy elements, the de-excitation of which 
are likely to emit protons, neutrons or alpha particles. It is 
also believed that the energy input by these neutrinos favours 
their diffusion out of the collapsed central part of the star 
and ultimately drives the explosion of type 11 supernova on 
a time scale of about a second, the so called neutrino driven 
"delayed explosion" 1114]. Recent observations and numerical 
calculations indicate that this neutrino driven mechanism 
does not play a dominant role. In investigating the synthesis 
of heavy elements using the numerical models. Witti [115] 
found a successful r-process caused by the neutrino driven 
radiative entropy whose magnitude is low by a factor of 
- 4  in type II supernova explosion. Observations of low 
abundance or deficit of B nuclei (by 250%) 1116] and O rich 
(by 60%) [117] environment in the vicinity of massive 
supernova are in contrast with the production of sulTicient 
B and Be nuclei through spallation by low energy C and O 
atoms onto protons and alpha particles. Only more 
investigations can help us to solve this neutrino r-process 
problem in type II supernova explosion mechanism.
Table 8* P r e s u p e r n o v a  y i e l d s  f o r  v a r i o u s  p r o g e n i t o i  m a s s e s  / / - r i c h  e n v e l o p e  is n o t  i n c l u d e d  ( a f t e r ,  N o m o t o  e t a l  [ I I3| )
Species
Synthesized isotopic mass (M 0 )
m  -  13 A/q m  -  15 A/0 m  ~  18 M o m  -  20 A/0 m  - 25 M o m  ~ 40 M o m  -  70 M 0
I2C 2 68E-03 8 26H-02 \ 65F-0I 1 14E 01 l 48H-0I \ 48E-01 4 67E -01
13C 9 47E-09 4 97E-10 7 73K-10 1 17E-10 l 03E-08 3 02E-I0 2 57E-I0
,4N 3 75E-08 5 37E-03 3 39i -03 2 72E-03 9 53E-04 7 08F 05 7 68E-03
,5N 2.08H-08 l 36E-10 9 0 5 E 08 6 48E-10 1.04E-08 I.I9E-08 2 36E-10
1 <o 1 51F-0I 3 S5E-0I 7 92E-01 1 48 2 99 9 11 2 14E^0I
,7o 6.07E-08 4.4 IE -09 4 0 IE-07 9.86E-09 7 86F.-08 3.13H—07 6.64E-I0
lgo 9 44H-09 I.35E-02 8 67E-03 8 68E-03 6 69E-03 1 79E-06 3 80E-03
1‘>P 8.06E-10 2.12E-11 7.67E-09 7 84E~11 8 17E-10 7 38E-10 2.63F.-15
2uNe 2.2SE-02 2.08E-02 l 61E-G1 2.29E- 01 5 94E-01 6 58E-OI 2.00
2,Ne 2 08E-04 3 93E-05 2.19E-03 3 03E -04 3.22E-03 2.36E-03 1 14F-02
22Ne 1.01E-04 I.25E-02 2 74E-02 2.93F-02 3 93E-02 5 66E-02 5 23E-02
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T a b i c  H. (C an t'd )
Species.
S v i n h c s i / e d  i so to pi c ma ss  (M u )
m  -  13 \/0 m  ~ 15 A/( , m  18 A / „ m  -  2 0  A/0 m  2 5  A/() m  ~  4 0  A/0 m  -  7 0  M 0
i3N a 7  2 7 1 - 0 4 1 5 3 F  0 4 7  2 5 1 ' - - 0  3 1 I 5 L - 0 3 1 8 1 LP 0 2 2 . 3 7 1 : 0 2 6  9 8 F > 0 2
» M g 0  2 3 1 .  0 3 3 1 6 1 .  0 2 3 6 2 1 - 0 2 1 4 7 E O I 1 5 9 H O I 3 5 4 L  01 7 . 8 7 f > 0 1
^ M g 1 3 8 F 0 3 2 5 5 1 .  03 7  54 L  03 1 851. 0 2 3 9 2 1 :  0 2 4  8 I F . - 0 2 i o ir -o i
* ' M g 8 % l - .  0 4 2 0 3 1 :  0 3 5 9 4 1 - 0 3 1 7 4 1 —0 2 3 1 7 1 : 0 2 1 0 7 1 1 —0 1 2 9 1 1 - 0 1
• 7A 1 1 04 1 - 0  3 4 0 1 1 -  - 0 3 5 4 4 1 - 0 3 1 5 5 1 - 0 2 l 9 5 1 : 0 2 8 0 5 1 — 0 2 1 44E-0I
* S i 6 0 8 1 - 0 2 7  1 0 1 :  0 2 8 6 9 1 ;  0 2 8 5 0 1:  0 2 1 0 3 1 :  01 4 2 9 t > 0 1 7  5 S E - 0 I
?<,S . 7  9 0 1 '  - 0 4 3 251 03 1 7 6 1 ; -  03 9 8 0 1 : -  03 6 9 7 1 : -  03 5 4 3 1 - 0 2 1 0 8 1 : 0 1
' " S i 1 8 71 -  03 4  0 4 T  03 3 3 3 1 :  -0 3 7  1 9 L - 03 6 8 1 1 :  03 4 3 2 1 - 0 2 1 0 0 F - 0 I
u p 2 9 5 1 : 0 4 0 5511 -0 4 4  I I L - 0 4 1 0 5 1 - 0 3 9  0 2 1 : 0 4 5 9 9 1 - 0 3 2 5 7 F 0 2
3* S 1 40 1*  - 0 2 3 O i l :  - 0 2 3 7 6 1 :  0 2 2 291- 0 2 3 8 4 1 : 0 2 1 7 7 F  01 2 0 5 F . O 1
" S 1 1 9 1 - 0 4 9 0 0 1 : - 0 5 l 4 8 L - 0 4 8 8 4 1 : - 0 5 2 2 0 1 : -  0 4 7  4 9 1 *1 -0 4 1 . 0 2 1 3 0 3
*4S 1 831 03 M O L  03 1 8 9 1 ;  03 1 2 6 1 — 03 2 7 7 1 : 0 3 1 1 4 1 :  - 0 2 1 9 8 L > 0 2
W‘S 3 0 4 1 '  0 7 3 3 4 1 : - 0 7 8 0 8 L  0 7 4 2 3 L - 0 7 7  5 1 1 ; - 0 7 1 4 0 F  05 2 I 7 F 0 6
" C l 3 70 1-  05 3 4 5 1 ’ 05 8 9 5 1 '  05 6 0 5 1 - 0 5 6 7 2 L - 0 5 4  7 5 1 :  0 4 1 7 6 F - 0 3
37a 0 7 3 1  0 6 9 O O P - 00 1 0 4 1 - 0 5 4 9 6 1 ;  -06 1 3 2 L  05 1 1 7 1 - 0 4 1 0 1 1 : 0 4
w‘A r 2 3 61 *  0 3 5 6 3 1 :  03 6 131 - 0 3 3 7 8 1 - 0 3 6 7 1 1 - 0 3 3 I I I !  0 2 2 9 2 1 : 0 2
' RA r 4 8 5 1 - 0 4 0  4 9 1 :  0 4 6 291  0 4 3 2 5 1 -  0 4 7  2 4 1 ; -  0 4 9  141-  03 6 1 6 1 : 0 3
■"'Ar 4  8 2 1 - - 0 9 3 2 4 1 - 0 9 1 4 2 1 - 0 8 4 651* 09 8 92 1*  0 9 I 7 4 1 - 0 7 5 0 7 1 : 0 8
v>K 1 9 5 1 -  05 3 3 1 1 0 5 3 6 6 1 — 05 3 2 4 L  05 3 4 7 1 — 05 3 8 3 1 -  0 4 3 8 4 F 0 4
4 , K 1 4 2 1 -0<> 2 3 7 1 - 0 6 2 231 0 6 1 2 8 1 - 0 6 2 79 1  - 0 6 3 4 3 1 : 0 5 2 8 4 1 : 0 5
' " C a 2 53 1 '  03 5 291  03 5 1 11  03 3 2 5 1 ;  03 6 151 0.3 2 5 6 1 - 0 2 2 1 4 1 : 0 2
42C a 1 0 2 1 - 0 5 i m i :-- 0 5 1 , 4 5 1 ;  05 9 451 06 1 7 7 1  - 0 5 3 1 3 1 - 0 4 1 . 6 4 1 : 0 4
4 V o 1 o n  0 0 1 3 0 L  0 0 3 9 9 L '  0 7 3 3 8 l : 0 6 2 7 8 1 - 0 7 4 0 2 1 ;  0 7 4  0 9 1 - 0 6
4 ,C a 1 22 1  0 4 7  4 9 L '  05 I 4 0  05 9 1 5 1 - 0 5 2 1 1 1  - 0 5 2 001 05 2 9 7 1 . 0 4
4<V n 2 001 -  1 0 6 2 3 1: 11 3 2 3 L  11 1 121 1 1 2 6 0 1 - 1 0 4 391-'- 1 0 2 2 3 i :  1 0
,HC a 1 1 3 1 - 1 3 3 9 9 1 : - 1 6 1 0 7 1 - : - 1 5 2 4 1 1 :  16 1 7 0 1 !  1 4 2 4 8 F - 1 3 2 3 6 F - I 4
4-sS c 4 2 0 1 - 0 8 7  4 4 1 - 0 8 1 1 8 L - 0 7 1 0 4 1 - 0 7 8 9 6 1 ;  0 8 I 5 3 1 — 0 6 2  7 8 F - 0 6
4/,T • 2 5 0 ! -  0 6 0  2 6 L - 0 6 6 7 2 1 - 0 6 6 8 1 1 ; -  0 6 6 8 4 1 :  0 6 3 , 5 6 1 — 05 1 4 4 1 : 0 5
47T i 5 131 0 6 3 7 5 1 - 0 0 3 1 1 1 : - 0 7 1 7  3 1 ; - 0 6 9 1 1 1 — 0 7 9  7 4 1 - 0 7 6 . 2 6 1 ;  - 0 7
4BT i 1 0 8 1 :  0 4 1 5 8 L - 0 4 8 5 9 L - 0 5 1 85 |  >04 8 98 1 1 -  05 I 5 8 F - 0 4 1 4 2 1 - 0 4
w T i 3 4 5 1 - 0 0 0 10 1 :  -06 7  5 4 1 - 0 6 4 8 9 1 - 0 6 6 0 1 L - 0 6 2 1 7 F  05 6 . 9 7 1 :  0 6
M ,r i 3 501 10 1 2 1 1 —0 9 1 1 71  - 1 0 1 121: 10 5 9 0 1 :  1 0 2 0 0 1 :  1 0 2  5 6 1 : - 1 0
M,V 8 6 5 f  1 0 8 5 7 L - 1 0 4 64 1 '  10 2 151 1 0 7  991 - 1 0 2 1 4 1 - 0 9 1 5 2 i :  0 9
" V 9 341 0 6 1 2 5 1 - 0 5 1 2 5 F  05 6 4 0 !  0 6 9 9 6 1 ;  0 6 2 7 3 F  05 1 1 5 1 - 0 5
™ C r 2 301- 05 5 1 5 1 - 0 5 7  4 9 F - 0 5 3 5 4 1 05 5 0 1 !  05 1 4 9 1  • 0 4 1 O I F  0 4
52( r 1 1 51 —0 3 1 3 6 F 0 3 1 4 4 1 — 03 8 6 4 1 :  0 4 1 3 1 F  -03 2 7 7 1 : 0 3 6 861— 0 4
M C ’ r 9 341 05 1 3 5 1 - 0 4 1 5 0 L  0 4 7  1 2 1 - 0 5 1 3 9 L  0 4 3 561 - 0 4 1 . 0 0 1 - 0 4
' 4C’ r 3 3 5 1 - O X 4 0 9 1 :  0 8 2 531'  08 6 261 0 9 2 4 I L - 0 8 2 8 1 1 - 0 8 7  6 1 1 : 0 8
" M n 3 < o |  - 0 4 4 7 4 L  0 4 5 4 8 1  - 0 4 2 2 7 1 - 0 4 5 0 2 1 - 0 4 8 4 1 F - 0 4 3 6 4 1 - 0 4
M F e 2 1 0 1 -  03 4 4 9 L - 0 3 6 0 4 1 - 0 3 1 5 2 1 - 0 3 4  8 1 F  03 9 1 7 1 - 0 3 5 8 I F . 0 3
' “ l c 1 501 01 1 4 4 1 - 0 1 7  5 71  - 0 2 7  3 2 1 - 0 2 5 2 4 1 - 0 2 7  5 0 1 - 0 2 7  5 0 F O 2
, 7 l c 4  861 03 4 9 0 H - 0 3 2 1 7 1 - 0 3 3 0 7 1 - 0  3 1 1 6 1 0 3 2 2 9 F - 0 3 3 83 H —0 3
'" l* c 3 9 3 1 - 0 9 1 2 7 L  0 8 1 3 7 L  08 3 701-  0 9 8 34 L -  0 9 1 2 9 F - 0 8 4 , 1 7 F 0 8
w C o 1 3 9!  0 4 1 2 2 1 :  0 4 4 8 2 L  05 1 3 1 1 .  0 4 2 I 9 F - 05 2 5 1 1 . 0 5 1 5 9 H 0 4
s* N i 5 8 2!  -03 7  501 - 03 3 081 03 3 7 1 1  03 1 3 3 1 - 0 3 3 3 1 !  - 0 3 9  2 5 1 - 0 3
' ’° N i 3 7 2 !  03 3 361 -03 K 7 1  £ 0 4 2 1 8 1 - 0 3 6 6 7 F - 0 4 3 8 8 1 : 0 4 1 7 7 1 : 0 3
" ' N i 1 581 0 4 1 4 3 1 :  0 4 4  7 7 1  - 0 5 1 591 -  0 4 2 7 5 1 ’ 05 2 . 5 7 F 0 5 I . 5 5 E 0 4
'’2N i l 051-  -0 3 9 50 !  - 0 4 2 52 1 - 0 4 7  2 6 1 - 0 4 1 7 0 1  0 4 1 1 1 1 : - 0 4 1 2 8 E 0 3
u N i 2 0 2 1 - 1 5 4  2 8 L  15 2 9 3 !  16 2 0 6 1 - 1 5 6 0 8 1 - 1 5 6 491  - 16 4 . 3 3 1*> 1 2
“ V u 1 1 8 1 ’- 0 0 1 0 1 1 - 0 6 4  3 2 1  - 0 7 3 . 0 0 1 - 0 6 1 50 1'  - 0 7 1 6 2 1 - 0 7 9 . 0 9 H O 6
fcV u 9 1 1 1 .  0 7 7  1 7 1 :  0 7 8 4 0 L  0 8 7  0 2 F  0 7 1 4 2 !  0 7 1 8 9 L - 0 8 5 3 4 1 * 0 7
M / n 2 141 > 0 5 1 9 9 1 — 0 5 3 8 9 1 . 0 6 1 . 7 8 1 : 0 5 3 1 0 1 ;  0 6 8 7 9 1 :  0 7 1 0 2 E O 5
M’Z n 1 6 3 0 - 0 5 1 3 0 1 : - 0 5 4  4 7 1 -  -0 6 2 0 8 1 *  0 5 2 5 8 F  0 6 9  9 9 1 :  - 0 7 3 0 9 L O 5
67Z n 2 1 3 I - -  0 8 1 5 4 1 - 0 8 3 3 9 1 '  - 0 9 6 3 9 F  0 8 2 9 5 1 1 0 9 2 5 1 1 - 1 0 1 . 9 5 1 : 0 7
,,KZ n 0 63  F  0 9 7  3 5 L - 0 9 8 3 6 1 * - 1 0 5 3 3 1 ; - 0 9 9  2 9 M - I 0 1 2 0 1 :  1 0 9  5 1 1 : 0 8
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ruble 9. Various unsolved problems of neutron capture nucleosynthesis remaining loi lurther investigation
Phase












(1) Hie behaviour ol molecular gas lormation/giav nationally bound cloud fnimalion as a crucial regulator of star formation
the question is which one controls the star formation
( 2 )  A c c u r a t e  d e t e r m i n a t i o n  o l  ga s d e n s i t y  a n d  g r o w t h  rate o l  c l o u d s
(3) I he missing link between the dense inolccului cloud cores and embedded pre-mam sequence stars
( 4 )  H o w  m u c h  p o r t i o n  o f  th e  c o l l a p s i n g  m o l e c u l a r  c l o u d s  f o r m s  a s t a r*
( 5 )  M e a s u r e m e n t  o l  ' T V ' - V  a n d  o f  n N ( n , y ) * 4N  r e a c t i o n  rate
Competition of n N(p.y),4() reaction with nC (o.n)l,,( ) ultimately reduces the neutron production and efficiency ol heavy 
elements synthesis
(6) Reaction rate of :2N(u,n)’sMg at low energies as well as its uncertainties
(7) P o s s i b l e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  o x > g c n  i s o to p e s  (^O c7t) just b e l o w  the u - t h i e s h o l d  o l  MC ( u n ) l,,<) re a ct i o n
(8) Possibility ol rotational mixing *
It arises as the rattos of 4llc/'ll. ,4N/|7tf  and ,4N/,"() are lound to be rather large at the surfaces of fully mixed star 
models Hven in the fulls mixed rolationa| model enrichment ol helium and nitrogen and depletion ol carbon and oxygen 
are possible
(9) r.xact measurement of low energy icsoifanccs lot the reactions MNc(«x n)J4Mg IK()(u,n)MNe and l70 (« ji)?uNe
(10) Intciprctation of the mho ( l*,()/IK())/,"(>f!7<)) m red giant stars
I he first and second diedgo up dining tHc slat's ted giant phase eontiihulc a minor metease m the (**'()/'*()) ratio while 
the third dredge up gives a huge mcrc&c ol "tV ,s() On the olhei hand ,7() is produced onl\ in deep layeis of Ihc 
star m a .sufficiently high temperaluie environment with a high destruction possibility of it by the ,70(p,y)1Kl and 
,70 (p .u ),lN reaction m massive stars
(11) I xpenmental verification ol the rate of l,()(p.<i), ,N icaction loi dclctmmmg the late accurately
(12) I borough observation regarding the correlation between stiongly variable <) and Na abundances
(13) l.urge uncertainties in the 1’('(tx .y f’O reaction late and overall pioduction problem
At the beginning of the carbon binning the neutron density is so high M O " cm 4) that a depletion ol "Vu appears 
due to strongly favourable situation of neutron capture by MNi while the s-process occurring in the lie coie burning 
at stellar interior supplies an average neutron density 10*’ cm ’ I Ins means that ',4Ni (progenitor of "Vu) and ,,4Ni 
arc weakly produced Hus weak pioduction ol "’Ni ',4Ni as well as large uncertainty in the uC(u.y)l,,0  reaction rate
need more investigation whether it is due to unccilumty m other mam s-eomponent oi not Recent comparison f 1181
of the upgraded data for p-wave S-factor ol the ,-Vi(x,y),<,0  reaction with the other exislmg values of S-faetor indicates 
that the disagreement m the S-factor of tins teaclion still remains
(14) Non-standatd mixing and chemical discontinuity
Theoretical calculations indicate that a chemical discontinue arises due to convective envelope when hydrogen shell 
burning teaches its maximum event while observations suggest ( NO element anamohes in star's chemical composition 
will affect the star’s mass
(15) Lxacl abundances ol MC and ” Nc m helium burning shell
(16) Production of l‘T by the abundant 14N through leakage
In the early lie-shell burning the essential condition foi pioduction ol *T is the co-existence of MC\ MN and '*() whereas 
recent investigation indicates the pioduction ol ''T through the chain reaction ,4N(n,y),sN(tx y)n l even helore that ol 
**() at low* temperature condition
(17) During the convective ( -shell burning ’"Al exists covering a large region upto M, - 3 8 A/() I he effect of subsequent 
prc-Mipcruova and explosive nucleosynthesis on tins '"Al is not vet clear
(18) Disagreement of the large spread ol nuclei with observation
(19) Measurement ol screening by oxygen during carbon shell burning
(20) Although neutrino dnven "delayed mechanism" favours the explosion of tvpc II supernova still some uncertainties about 
it remain
(21) Ihc exact role of electron capture rates ol Ip shell nuclei, weak interaction rates and half hie of very neutron rich 11- 
decay nuclei far away from the line of stability on the pre-supernova and supernova evolution |I I 9 |
( 2 2 )  T h e  e x a c t  e l e c t r o n  f r a c t i o n  >4 r e q u i r e d  by th e r - p r o c e s s  at t h e  b o u n d a r y  b e t w e e n  th e m a t t e r  t ha t  es c a p e s  i n t o  th e sp ac e 
f r o m  s u p e r n o v a  a n d  th e m a t t e r  t ha t  r e m a i n s  as pa r t  o l  th e r e m n a n t  n e u t r o n  star
( 2 3 )  A c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e  R e l a t i v i s t i c  M e a n  F i e l d  ( R M F )  t h e o r y  t h e  r -p r o c e s s  n u c l e i  ar e a v a i l a b l e  e v e n  fat  f r o m  t h e  sta bi lit y  
l i n e b e c a u s e  t h e  n e u t r o n  m a g i c  she lls (/ c  N  8 2 .  1 2 8 )  stay at  t h o s e  n u m b e r s  w h i c h  arc al s o  t he  s a m e  at  th e  s t a n d a r d  
m a g i c  n u m b e r s  S t m u l l a n e o i v j v ,  d i s a p p e a r a n c e  o f  m a n y  p r o t o n  r n a g i e  n u m b e r s  at th e  n e u t r o n  n u m b e r s  far  a w a y  f r o m  
t h e  m a g i c  n u m b e r s  is al so  p o s s i b l e  d u e  t o  d e f o r m a t i o n  A s  a r es ult  th e p r o t o n  f r a c t i o n  at th e ce nt re  o f  n e u t r o n  sta r is 
m o r e  t h a n  th at  o f  t h e  c o n v e n t i o n a l  1 1 2 0 }  I n v e s t i g a t i o n  r e g a r d i n g  th e r o l e  o f  p r o t o n  f r a c t i o n ,  n e u t r i n o  r e a c t i o n  rate,  e tc  
f o r  s u p e r n o v a  e v o l u t i o n  are  v e r y  i m p o r t a n t
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Table 9. (C orn 'd )
Phase Problcms/constraints
Problems on overall burning phases
(24) Accurate measurement of neutron density at various burning phases
During core He burning a low neutron density favours the decay of Ni isotopes (t.e  f,3Ni, r‘3Cu, .) while high neutron 
density in the beginning of carbon burning phase causes a depletion of *'3Cu due to strong neutron capture by *3Ni
(25) Search for a production mechanism of relatively light (A <. 80) r-process nuclei.
(26) Investigation of O/Fe ratio for various stars
(27) As the (y,n) (n,y) equilibrium location depends on the reaction Q values, the mass and nuclear structure of very
neutron rich heavy nuclei (t e. r-process abundances) play crucial role for understanding all the features of the r-process
H2I|
(28) The intense neutrino wind from nascent neutron star can take part in nucleosynthesis with the available abundant heavy 
nuclei whereas the same heavy nuclei may he produced in the cx-nch freeze out v ia  successive neutrino induced 
interactions As the ot-rich freeze out does not depend on the pre-existing seed nuclei but produces required primary 
r-process abundances, the exact ability of a-rich freeze out to produce considerable amount of massive seed nuclei (than 
the Pc nuclei) in order to differentiate the r-proccss from it.
5. Conclusion and outlook
The discussion of the preceding sections demonstrates that 
neutron production and its flow through different burning 
phases play an important role in neutron capture 
nucleosynthesis of elements during stellar evolution. With 
the help of the implementation of New Reaction Rates, 
hydrodynainical techniques and numerical simulations we 
have achieved a better understanding of nucleosynthesis 
after solving various constraints in it. Still various difficulties 
and uncertainties remain. We have presented major difficulties 
and constraints in various burning phases in Table 9 which 
will give the direction of future investigations. We are 
hopeful that there will be a lot of improvements in the 
physics of stellar nucleosynthesis through future investigations 
both theoretically and experimentally.
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